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THE STRATIGRAPHY AND PALEONTOLOGY OF THE 
NIAGARA OF NORTHERN INDIANA. 
By EDWARD M. KINDLE. 
PART I.-STRATIGRAPHY. 
INTRODUCTION. 
The present paper is the outgrowth of field work done during 
parts of the field seasons of 1899 and 1902. Considerable collec­
tions and many notes on Niagara stratigraphy were obtained dur­
ing the summer of 1899 while studying the Devonian rocks for 
the Indiana Geological Survey. Through the cooperation of the 
United States Geological Survey and the Indiana Survey, the 
writer was able to spend bne month during the summer of 1902 
in mapping the Niagara outcrops of northern Indiana, and in 
making collections of their fossils. Prof. George L. Collie ac­
companied the writer during the summer of 1902, and lfr. V. H. 
Barnett in 1899, and to these gentlemen we are indebted for much 
valuable assistance. 
N early all of the Niagara outcrops in the northern half of the 
State have been examined. Particular attention has been given to 
the Niagara dips which have received such widely different ex­
planations from different geologists. 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
The original topography of northern Indiana is almost entirely 
masked by the drift. Deep well records indicate considerable 
topographic relief in preglacial times. The thickness of the drift 
in the vicinity of some of the outcrops shows some of the preglacial 
valleys to have had a depth of four hundred feet or more. Pre­
vious to the coming of the ice sheet the topography of northern 
Tnrli£lTHl was of a rather rugged type, which probably did not 
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differ greatly from the topography of southern Indiana. In place 
of this, we have now a great sheet of glacial till, which has oblit­
erated the ancient valleys, and forms a comparatively level plain. 
In some sections of the northern and northeastern portions of 
the State morainal topography varies the general uniformity of 
level which prevails over much of this plain. In the western 
part, the gently rolling prairies of Newton and White counties 
merge into the extensive marshes of~ the Kankakee. 
Randolph County attains the greatest elevation of any part 
of the area, the highest railroad level being 1,234.4 A. T., which 
is also the highest recorded elevation in the State. The southern 
part forms the watershed of eastern Indiana and from it stream:'] 
flow in every direction. The Wabash, Kankakee and 'Vhite rivers 
receive most of the drainage of the Niagara area. 
The longer streams have excavated shallow valleys in the glacial 
till, most of which do not reach down to bedrock. The Wabash 
Valley, however, cuts through the drift at many localities, and 
along the upper part of its valley affords many excellent exposure, 
of the Niagara. The Niagara also reaches the surface in Newton 
and Jasper counties, and in some of the counties to the southeast 
of the Wabash. In nearly one-half of the counties of northern 
Indiana, however, the drift is so deep that no outcrops of bedrock 
occur :within them. No outcrops of paleozoic rocks are known 
in the tier of counties along the Michigan State line. 
STRUCTURE AND CORRELATION. 
VIEWS OJ!" PREVIOUS WRITERS. 
The earlier workers on the geology of Indiana generally be­
lieved the geological structure of the State to be mueh simpler 
than recent investigations have shown it to be. Their firmly 
rooted belief in the uniformity of the geological structure of 
Indiana prevented many of them from ever entertaining any 
explanation of the Niagara dips which would include deforma­
tion. Prof. John Collett, for many years State Geologist, say'5 
in describing Niagara beds which show dips: "The uniform un­
disturbed condition of the strata of this and adjoining States, 
will not allow the presumption of upheaval and such dislocation 
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of strata as would account for these phenomena."·X- Starting with 
the assumption of the "undisturbed condition" of the strata, it 
is not surprising that Collett was compelled to confess in describ-
ing a locality exhibiting tilted beds, that "This quarry is a mys-
tery."** 
It will be the purpose of the following pages to show that we 
have in the Niagara beds of northern Indiana a notable exception 
to the nearly horizontal and undisturbed condition which generally 
characterizes most of the other formations of Indiana. A number 
of theories concerning the structure of the Niagara area and the 
dips have been advanced, and the more important ones will be 
briefly reviewed. 
Owcn.-Richard Owen first directed attention to the tilted Ni-
agara rocks of northern Indiana. :Forty years ago Owen wrote 
that he had found, near Delphi, "A local dip to the southeast 
amounting to 40° ."f" He mentioned also the sharp dips at ·wabash 
and Huntington. 
Cox.-Ten years later E. T. Cox, then State Geologist, gave 
a brief description of these localities, but ascribed the inclined 
beds 'to false bedding.:j: 
Oblique or false bedding on a large scale is an unusual phe-
nomenon in limestones. The seas in which they are deposited 
are seldom sufficiently shallow to permit the action of currents 
strong enough to produce oblique bedding. As a possible expla-
nation of the dip, however, the hypothesis of oblique bedding pro-
posed by Cox requires an examination. The history of the dis-
cussions concerning the Le Claire limestone of Iowa illustrates 
the difficulty sometimes met with in discovering positive evidence 
as to the character of the bedding. Even where true bedding 
seems obvious, it is not always easy to discover in the strata 
intrinsic evidence which will entirely eliminate the possibility of 
false bedding being the cause of the inclined strata. 
At a number of localities highly inclined beds, richiy fossili-
ferous, have been observed in contact with barren or nearly 
barren beds where the evidence of tilting seemed so clear as 
to require no special comment but for the fact that the oppo-
····Twelfth Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., p. 59. 
''"Twelfth Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., p. 59. 
tin d. Goo!. Surv. 1859-60, p. 98,1862. 
tRep. Ind. Geol. Surv., 1872, p. 307. 
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site opinion has been held regarding them. The final test 
of the fa1se bedding hypothesis comes in applying it to par­
ticular cases. Does it afford a satisfactory explanation of 
such examples as the following ~ Near Delphi a bed fifteen 
feet or more in thickness OCCllrs, composed almost entirely of 
the shells of Oonchidium laqueatum, one to three inches in length, 
which is inclined at an angle of 20°. While it is, perhaps, nor 
impossible that such a bed should occur in false-bedded strata, 
it appears to the writer highly improbable. In the case, however, 
of strata having a dip of 70° or more, as shown in Fig. 1, oblique 
bedding can not be considered even as a possible explanation. 
The materials composing the beds, if piled in layers inclined 
at such a high angle, could not possibly retain their position. 
Deformation alone offers a satisfactory explanation for such dips. 
Gorby.-In 1886, S. S. Gorby* described a considerable num­
ber of outcrops showing tilted strata, and announced that they 
indicated a great anticlinal, "extending entirely across the State," 
whieh he called the "Wabash Arch." :Many of the dips recorded 
by the author of this hypothetical arch afford evidence against 
it. About half of them are east or west dips, while the supposed 
arch has an east and west axis which calls for north and south 
dips, and fails to explain the others. Phinney in discussing the 
"vVabash Arch" points out that the gas well rccords furnish 
evidence against it. 
Phinney.-The tilted strata are, according to_ Phinney, due to 
irregularity of deposition rather than to deformation, and he states 
that "they are to be attributed to the building up of coral reefs 
and rocky prominences over portions corresponding to the dome 
and offshoots of the Cincinnati Arch or to inequalitIes in the sea 
bottom."** A serious objection to the coral reef theory is the fre­
quent absence or scarcity of corals where the dips are heaviest. 
Corals are not at all abundant in the Niagara of this region. They 
have not been observed an'ywhere in sufficient abundance to form 
reefs. "While inequalities in the sea bottom may be responsible for 
some of the smaller undulations in the strata, neither they nor "off­
shoots of the Cincinnati Arch" appear to offer a satisfactory ex­
"Fifteenth Ann. Rep. State Gool. of Ind , 1886, p. 241. 

MElovonth Ann. Rep. U. S. Geol. Surv., p.653. 

PLATE X. 
Fig. 1. Tilted Niagara I.imcstone at ;\/cKee (luarry, Kentland, Ind. 
Fig. 2. Qnarry East of Delphi, Showing Tilted Niagara Strata. 
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planation of dips of 45° to 75° in the Niagara rocks, which the 
accompanying photographs show. 
Thompson.-Maurice Thompson considered the dip to be the 
result of the disturbance of beds originally horizontal. He states: 
"The structure of the Niagara limestone does not in the least 
indicate false bedding."* Thompson accepts Gorby's hypothetical 
"Wabash Arch," but evidently had a pretty clear understanding 
of the local dome-like structures in the Niagara. A summary of 
his views is best stated in his own words: "The arch formed by 
this upheaval consists of a vast series of low bubbles or cones that 
make the surface of the Niagara limestone somewhat like that of 
a sea in a brisk breeze."t 
Elrod and Benedict.-In the same volume with Thompson's 
paper appeared a paper by 11. N. Elrod and A. O. Benedict on 
a portion of the northern Indiana Niagara area.. These authors 
conclude that the Niagara "cones" which they describe are the 
result of a variety of cleavage which simulates stratification, and 
cuts across the original bedding plains. 
A second paper by the same anthors appeared in 1894, in which 
they deny that there has been any tilting of the Niagara beds of 
the \Vabash Valley.* Oleavage, or a "modified form of joint 
structure" is the explanation offered of the dips. This hypothesis 
would deserve careful consideration but for the testimony of the 
fossils. The occurrence of richly fossiliferous bands, running 
parallel with the so-called cleavage planes, affords conclusive evi­
dence that they aTe tT11e bedding plains. 
Ashley and Siebenthal.-Dr. Ashley in his report on Newton 
Oounty,§ based upon O. E. Siebenthal's notes, mentions the heavy 
dips at the Kentland quarry and states that "it would almost seem 
as though volcanic or other agencies had produced an upheaval 
of a kind seldom found in N atme."** 
Kindle.-During the summer of 1899 the writer visited a num­
ber of outcrops in northern Indiana, and became convinced that 
the dips of the Niagara outCTOPS in northern IIldiana were not 
~S"venteenth Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., 1891, p. 183. 

tSevonteenth Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., 1891, p.l85. 

!Nineteenth Ann. Rep. State Geol. of Ind., p. 22. 

eTwonty-third Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., p. 190. 

''':'Twenty-third Ann. Rep. Ind. G6Ol. Surv., p. 190. 
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apparent but real dips. Two of the outcrops showing tilted strata 
which were studied were described in a recent paper. * 
Extent and Composition of Beds.-The area in which rocks of 
Niagara age occur extends from the Illinois line in Newton 
Oounty eastward nearly to the Ohio line, embracing the upper 
Wabash Valley. Throughout this area the strata are frequently 
found to be highly inclined. Highly tilted beds occur in Hamil­
ton County, seventy miles sOlJth of the Wabash. It is probable 
that the Niagara rocks in the intervening territory have heavy 
dips at many localities, but the great thickness of the drift over 
this area makes it impossible to ascertain whether or not this is 
true. 
The Niagara rocks of this region consist principally of magne­
sian limestone, often varying considerably in texture and composi­
tion in a short distance at the same horizon. 
The principal types include dull buff dolomites, light gray 
sacheroidal dolomitic limestones and two or three varieties of 
nearly pure limestone. Beds of buffish or gray calcareous shale 
are sometimes associated with the limestone. I,ocal lenses of 
sandstone have been observed in the Niagara limestone at some 
localities. One of these, near Kenneth, has a thickness of five 
and one-half feet, and is composed of pure white quartz sand eon­
taining only a trace of calcimn carbonate and iron. The Niag­
ara outcrops show only a sIIlall portion of the total thickness of 
the beds of this group, none of the sections extending down to th'j 
I,ower Silurian. The information which we have concerning 
its thickness is derived from well records. From these it appears 
that the Niagara has a thickness of from 250 to 500 feet. 
Oorrelat?:on.-A study of the faunas of the region has shown 
the presence in it of faunas representing two distinct and succe.,­
sive epochs of the Niagara group. In a previous paper** by the 
author, the earlier of these faunas as represented at a typical 
locality was listed, and the fauna was correlated with that of 
the I,ockport limestone of New York. The later fauna which has 
been recognized contains many species of the Guelph limestone 
fauna of Canada, 'wllich has not hitherto been known to occur in 
Indiana. 
""Am. Journ. Sci.. Vol. XIV., 1902, pp. 221-221. 

""'Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. XIV.• 1902. pp. 221-224. 
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The beds holding the earlier fauna are perhaps better exposed 
at Connor's mill on the bank of White River in Hamilton County 
than anywhere else in northern Indiana. They will be called, 
from the township in the northeast corner of which they outcrop, 
the N oblesvillc dolomite. The rock is a hard, thin-bedded, buff-
colored dolomite lying in strata three to ten inches thick, 
of which there are 25 feet or more exposed at the type-
locality. .lust what the total thickness is which should be 
included in this division of the Niagara can not be stated, 
since the upper and lower limits have not been seen in any 
single section; it is probable, however, that this formation 
includes not less than 100 feet of strata. Faunally the bed1:1 
arc characterized by sneh well-known Niagara (Lockport lime-
stone) fossils as Spirifcr nobilis, S. ra.diatus, S. crispa var. 
s1:rnple:r, Oonchidiwn multicostaturn, Sphmrexochus rorningeri 
etc. No trace of tho Guelph fauna appears in it. The faunal affin-
ities of the Noblesville dolomite point to its approximate equiva-
lence with the Loekport limestone. The Noblesville dolomite 
is well exposed in a quarry southwest of Fishersburg and near 
Helm's Mill in the southeast part of Hamilton County. The 
faunal characters are essentially the same at both places as at 
Connor's J\Iill, but the dolomite is much softer at the latter point 
and lighter colored. The Niagara beds at Pendleton are of this 
horizon, the rock being a soft, drab dolomite, becoming shaly in 
places. At Delphi the Noblesville dolomite is represented by the 
outcrops of drab-colored dolomite in the "Old Deer Creek Chan-
nel" east of town between Deer Creek and the wagon road. These 
bods contain Sphaerexochus rorningeri, Oyrtia rnyrtia, and other 
Niagara species ~without any trace of the varied cephalopod and 
gasteropod fauna common in the higher beds exposed in the quar-
ries to the northeast. 
In the quarries at Huntington is found a fauna of later age, 
and very different from that of the Noblesville dolomite. The 
bulk of this fauna consists of a congeries of cephalopod and gas-
teropod species, mostly of large size, together with a few heavy-
shelled brachiopods. Only four of the fifty species of brachiopods 
which occur in the Niagara rocks of northern Indiana have been 
recognized in the collections from Huntington. Two of these are 
Oonchidiums, one of which is a new species; a third is the wide-
28-GEoL. 
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ranging Atrypa ret1:mdaris and the fourth is Dinobolv.s conradi, 
a species common in the Gnc1ph of Ohio. Only two trilobites have 
been rccognized~a new species of Encrinurvs and a large Illaenvs 
comparable with I. insig111:s, which is associated with the Guelph 
species in ~Wisconsin. The cephalopod and gasteropod element of 
the fauna appears to be of distinctly Guelphic affinities. 
This affinity is seen in the presence 6£ Trochocems desplain-
ense, Pmpmaceras pan•urn, three species of JYiurchisonia~one of 
which is the well knmvn Guelph species ilf. bivitata, and other 
speciPs ~w1Iic1I arc rHprcsented by clo~cly allied forms in the 
Guelph. 
The rock in which thiH fanna occurs at Huntington is a light 
gray, or cream colored, granular dolomitic limestone of sac-
eharoi<lal texture. ft differs nJry decidedly in physical appearance 
as well as fauna 1 eharactcrs, from the dull buff-eolorcd N oblesvillc 
dolomite. It will he eonvenicnt to designate the beds exposed in 
the Huntington quarries as the Ihmtington limestone. This name 
was 11sed for the same beds hy Cox in the Report of this Depart-
ment for 1878, p. 66. The total thiekness of the Huntington 
limestone is not known, but it is probably not less than 150 or 
200 feet. About 80 feet are exposed at Huntington. 
A magnesian limestone Rimilar in physical and faunal charac-
ters is seen in the lime quarries northeast of Delphi. The fauna 
of the IIunhnuton limestone at Delphi, as at Huntington, is essen-
tially a eephalopod and gasteropod fauna. Of the eight species 
of brachiopods recorded from it, four are forms having strong 
Guelph affinities; th9se are JJ[ onomorclla sp., Trimerella sp. and 
t\vo varieties of Pentamerus oblon;;us. The latter species, although 
occurring in the earlier Niagara fauna in -.;'{ ew York, is a common 
form in the Guelph of Ohio and does not appear in the fauna 
of the Noblest•ille limestone in Indiana. 
In the ease of the localities which have been mentioned in con-
nection with the N obles,'illc dolomite ancl the Huntington lime-
stone, the conclations whieh have been made are based upon pale-
ontological and lithologieal data, \vhich appear to be entirely ade-
quate. There arc, however, many localities where a scarcity of 
fossils, or variability of lithologic features have made it impossible 
in the rapid survey which circumstanecs necessitated, to seeure 
satisfactory data for correlating the beds with either of the divi-
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sions of the Niagara which arc here recognized. For this reason 
the broader term, Niagara limestone, has been generally employed. 
Structvre.-The general structure qf the Niagara beds of north-
ern Indiana is that of a broad arch with gently sloping sides trend-
ing northwest and southeast. It represents a northwestern exten-
sion of the Cincinnati geanticline. Its axis, approximately located, 
enters the State near Richmond, and passes northwesterly in the 
vicinity of Muncie, Marion and Peru, and continues north of the 
Wabash through Cass, -White, Jasper and Newton counties into 
Illinois. On the two sides of this line of maximum ele,·ation of 
the Niagara the Devonian and Carbor{iferous rocks dip in opposite 
directions; in }fichigan and Ohio, toward the north and northeast; 
in Indiana, toward the southwest or south. The following table 
shows the elevation of the surface of the Niagara A. T. along •l 
line approximately at right angles to this axis extending from 
Crawfordsville to Auburn, Indiana, a distance of 140 miles. 
*Crawfordsville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81 A. ~l'. 
Frankfort . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 463 
Kokomo ................................................ 778 
Wabash ................................................ 652 
Columbia City . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 599 
Auburn .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
The arch described above is not the "Wabash Arch" of Gorby, 
which apparently was supposed by its author to follow the ·wabash 
Valley in eastern Indiana. The tilted bods which were cited as 
the evidence of the "\Vabash Arch" will be shown in another part 
of this paper to be independent of the above described arch in 
ongm. 
Dips.-A large percentage of tho outcrops throughout the Niag-
ara area is characterized by dips of from 5o to 8 0 o. In a few 
instances the dips represent cleavage planes. In one case (at the 
Means quarry, Newton County) both cleavage and bedding plan8s 
are well defined and nearly at right angles to each other, both 
being inclined at a high angle to the horizontal. A few localities 
have also been noted where the dip is tho result of irregular vr 
false bedding. But the great majority of the dips can be referred 
to neither of these causes. They are clearly the result of the 
deformation of strata which were originally horizontal. 
''The figures given above are based upon gas well records published iu the Ifth Ann. 
Rep.lnd. Geol. Surv., pp, 217-268. 
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A brief study of the tilted beds will suffice to show that they 
are not referable to ordinary anticlines. A description of the 
beds near Kentland will illustrate this. At the Means quarry 
(N. E. of N. W. of sec. 25) the rock is a hard gray limestone, 
very fine grained, in strata 3 inches to 25 inches in thickness, 
dipping N. 60° to 65°, with strike of N. 82° E. At the McKee 
quarry, less than half a mile to the east, the strata dip 70° to 75° 
toward the east, with a strike of N. 12° IN., or nearly at right 
angles to the strike at the :Jfeans quarry. 
Xumerous exposures of the Niagara limestone occnr near Del­
phi, which show dips of from 10° to 45°. The dips here, like 
those at Kentland, do not conform to an anticlinal structure, but 
appear to be quaquaversal. 
Domes.-At "Wabash a fine exposure of the Xiagara OCC11rs near 
the railroad station which affords a key to the pnzzling dips at 
Kentland and other points where only small exposures can be 
seen. A railroad cut has exposed a cross-section through the 
center of a small dome in the Xiagara limestone and shale. In 
passing through the cut the beds are seen dipping in all directions 
from the center. On the northeast, east and south of the dome, 
the Wabash River has denuded the dome of superficial deposits 
and the beds are seen dipping sharply in these several directions 
as shown in the accompanying photographs. At the south end 
of the cut the strata dip 25° to 30° S. 40° W. Toward the north 
end of the cut they are seen dipping to the northwest and north. 
On the east side the dips arc cast and southeast. The ,vielth of the 
dome from north to south exposed in the cut is ahout 840 feet. A 
portion of the south side of the dome has been removed by erosion. 
It is estimated that the total north and south diameter has been 
about 1,150 feet. The excavation for the railroad gives a contin­
uous exposure of the Niagara shale and limestone for half a mile 
form the center of the dome. The dips of the beds going north 
from the center of the dome are observed to drop down gradually 
from a maximum of 30° to perfectly horizontal beds. X 0 dip or 
other disturbance is noticeable in the half-mile exposure north of 
the dome. 
A group of small domes occur in the vVabash Valley near Lagro. 
One of these, known as the Hanging Rock, is situated about one 




Fig. :{. Cross Section ot Wabash Dome. 
Fig. 4. East Side of Wabash Dome; Strata Dipping East and Southeast. 
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shale which rises abruptly from the bank of the Wabash River 
to a height of about 80 feet. The beds exhibit quaquaversal dips 
and represent a part of the dome the north and east sides of whi~--/~ 
have been cut away by the river. The upper bedsdip--ro'the 
south and west at an angle of 25 0 • The lower strata are le:3s 
inclined. . 
At Huntington a large area of Niagara limestone is exposed at 
the quarry one mile east of town. The beds here exhibit quaqua­
versal dips and indicate a dome having its center within and near 
the east side of the area exposed by the quarry. The highest dips 
noted here are 35 0 or 40". The exposures are not sufficiently 
extended to determine the exact diameter of the dome, but from 
the horizontal strata exposed in nearby outcrops, it is probable 
that it does not exceed 2,000 feet. At the old quarry, a quarter 
of a mile northeast, the strata are horizontal. 
The quaquayersal dips show a general tendency to drop rapidly 
from a high inclination to nothing. This is noticeable at the 
quarry half a mile west of Huntington. The beds in the new 
ql~arries on the north side of the railroad show a dip of 25 0 to 
the south, while the strata in the old quarry, not more than 100 
yards away, show dips of from 1-io to O. It was doubtless the 
proximity of outcrops showing highly tilted strata to those of hor­
izontal beds which led Owen* into the error of reporting tilted 
Devonian rocks at Huntington resting unconformably on horizon­
tal Niagara beds. There is no evidence of either Devonian beds 
or unconformity in the vicinity of Huntington. 
It has been shown that the dips observed in at least three local­
ities are quaquaversal and the expression of dome structure. N 0­
where in the area does the strike and dip of the beds conform 
to an anticlinal or synclinal structure. 1;'he dips seem everywhere 
to be quaquaversal, and it is believed that all of the tilted Niagara 
beds of northern Indiana represent small domes similar to those 
at Huntington and Wabash. 
Origin and Age.-There is at present no positive evidence us 
to the nature of the forces which produced the domes. It seems 
probable, however, that they may be analogous in origin to the 
"mud lumps" at the mouth of the Mississippi. From a recently 
*Tnd. Geo!. Surv.• 1&39-60, p. 00. 
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-~-----~Jit;hed descripti~n of the "mud lumps," they appear to have a 
simila~-structure to the Niagara domes. Harris has studied these 
interesting masses of recently elevated sea-bottom and states, "that 
they rise up in domes or anticlinals and preserve their regular 
bedding is proven by their present structure." 
·whatever the causes may have been which produced the domes, 
there is clear evidence that they were developed about the close 
of the Niagara period. Many of them were elevated above the 
Paleozoic sea, while others probably did not reach its surface. 
Some of the domes remained above sea level during a considerable 
portion of the Devonian age, and there is some evidence that others 
continued as islands to the end of Devonian time. Tho evidence 
of the exposures indicates that the gradual deepening of the Devo-
nian sea which initiated the "Black shale" sedimentation sub-
merged some of the Niagara domes which had remained above 
sea level throughout the Comiferous and Hamilton epochs. These 
conclusions are based upon the relations which have been observed 
to exist between the Devonian and Niagara beds at Delphi, George-
town, Kentland and other localities. At Georgetown the horizontal 
Corniferous limestone beds rest on Niagara beds showing a small 
dip, but there is no evidence of land surface conditions having 
existed previous to the Corniferous sedimentation. 
Near Delphi, at one locality, horizontal bods of Hamilton age 
lie unconformably above the Niagara limestone, which shows a 
dip of 45°; a bed of ferruginous clay and iron ore separates the 
two. The New Albany shale is seen resting on the Niagara at 
another locality near the one last mentioned, the ferruginous clay 
separating these two as in the first instance. 
The highly tilted beds near Kentland occur on high ground in 
the open prairie, remote from any stream. Rocks of later age 
have been encountered at much lower levels in all directions from 
this point, within two or three miles, and it appears probable that 
the Kentland dome remained above sea level until the end of the 
Devonian or later. 
The occurrence of outliers of Mansfield sandstone (Pottsville 
conglomerate) in the center of the Niagara area of northwestern 
Indiana near Remington and Jasper indicate that a subsidence 
occurred after the formation of tho Niagara domes in northwestern 
Indiana which submerged all or nearly al1 of the Niagara area 
"' 
PLATE XII. 
Fig. 5. Northeast Part or Wabash Dome; Strata Dipping Northeast. 
Fig. 6. Southwest Part of Wabash Dome; Strata Dipping Southwest. 
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of that region beneath the Carboniferous sea. The development 
of the present Niagara arch in northwestern Indiana was, there-
fore, of much later date ancl independent of the formation of the 
Niagara domes. While the domes date back to the end of tho 
Niagara, the Niagara arch is of Carboniferous or post-Carbon-
iferous age. 
The Niagara-Dovonian unconformity which has been described, 
though much more pronounced, may be correlated with that which 
has been recognized in Shelby County,* Indiana, and with the 
slight unconformity between tho Devonian and Upper Silurian 
\vhich has been recorded by Newberry, t on the east side of the 
Cincinnati geanticlino. The evidence at hand points to a general 
elevation of tho sea bottom at the close of the Niagara in the area 
around the northern end of tho Cincinnati geanticline. The re-
snlting shallow sea was doubtless an important factor in the sudden 
disappearance of tho Niagara fauna and the substitution of the 
corraline fauna of the Corniferous. 
AREA NORTHWEST OF THE wABASH. 
Newton County.-The Niagara limestone outcrops at two local-
ities in Newton County. One of these is one mile northwest of 
Goodland, and the other is about three miles southeast of Kent-
land. Elsewhere in this county the bedrock is deeply covered by 
the drift with tho exception of localities in section 25, T. 27 N., 
R 8 IV., where Collett reports outcrops of the Lower Carbon-
iferous.:j: 
The Niagara limestone has been quarried in a small way north-
west of Goodland in tho S. E. of the N. \V. quarter of section 22. 
At tho time of my visit the quarry was filled with water and only 
the uppermost layers of the rock were visible. These show a rather 
soft, buff magnesian limestone. It is, too soft to make a very good 
"road metal" but has been used to some extent in road building 
and also for foundation work. The strata appear to lie horizontal 
and are covered by three or four feet of surface clay and soil. 
The same rock is struck in ditching a few hundred yards to tho 
nortlnvost of the quarry. On the Blough and Conway farms, 
'''Twenty-fifth Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv. 
"[Geol. Surv. of Ohio, vol. I, p. 106. 
tTwelfth Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., 1882, pp. 59-60. 
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which are near the quarry, bed rock is encountered m shallow 
excavations. Apparently the Niagara limestone approaches very 
near the surface over an area of several hundred acres in sections 
22 and 15 T. 27 N., R. 8 W. Fossils are very scarce, but sufficient 
fragmentary material was secured to indicate the Niagara age 
of the bed. 
Three miles southeast of Kentland, in section 2f), the Niagara 
limestone outcrops on the highest ground in the vicinity. The 
limestone here approaches very near to the surface over an area 
of more than one hundred acres in sections 24 and 25. In the 
surrounding country bedrock is seldom found in wells nearer tho 
surface than fifty feet, and frequently it lies at more than twice 
that depth. The quarries have been opened at points where tho 
rock outcrops or reaches to within a few feet of the surface. The 
McKee quarry is the most easterly of these and gives the best 
exposure of the rock. It is located in theN. E. quarter of section 
25, T. 27 N., R. 9 W. In the vicinity of the quarry the limestone 
outcrops or comes within a few inches of the surface for two 
hundred yards in a direction corresponding with the strike. The 
strata dip 70° to 75 ° toward the west, with a strike of N. 12 ° W. 
magnetic. A thickness of about 50 feet is exposed in the quarry. 
On the east side the rock is a hard gray limestone with a semi-lith-
ographic texture and breaking with a conchoidal fracture; cone-
in-cone structure is developed in some of these strata. The texture 
of the stone changes gradually toward the center of the quarry, 
and on the west side the beds are composed of soft buff magnesian 
limestone. A large amount of stone has been quarried here and 
crushed for road building. The harder beds furnish an excellent 
stone for this purpose. 
A low mound which rises perhaps twenty feet above the strip 
of prairie separating it from the McKee quarry lies about one-
fourth of a mile to the northwest of the latter. Hard gray lime-
stone outcrops along the top of this knolL The strike here is 
nearly north and south, but the exposure was not sufficient to 
measure the amount of dip, which appears to be nearly 90°. 
The Fidelity Insurance Company is opening a quarry at this 
locality for the purpose of supplying material for road building. 
The rock is a very tough, hard limestone of excellent quality for 
this purpose. 
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About 300 yards west o:f the Fidelity Insurance Company'-> 
quarry, a quarry has been operated on the :farm o:f Mr. S. A. 
Means :for a number o:f years. The rock here is similar in appear-
ance to that at the McKee quarry; the dip is 60° to 65 ° to the 
north, strike N. 82° E. The strata are in layers 3 to 25 inches 
in thickness. In one part o:f the quarry a system o:f cleavage 
planes, somewhat resembling bedding, have been developed nearly 
at right angles to the true bedding. These were doubtless devel-
oped by the pressure which produced the heavy dip seen here. 
Fossils are scarce, but more common than at the other quarries. 
Deep wells at Kentland and other points within a :few miles 
to the west, northwest and southwest reach the New Albany shale 
at depths varying :from 80 to 180 :feet below the sur:face. * The 
top o:f the New Albany shale at some o:f these wells is more than 
100 :feet lower than the Niagara at the :McKee and J\IIeans quar-
ries. The outcrops o:f theN ew Albany shale on Carpenter's Creek, 
a :few miles to the northeast, are also lower. Rocks o:f Carbon-
iferous age lie at a lower level two miles south o:f the McKee 
quarry. This would indicate that the Niagara and Devonian are 
unconformable in Newton County, as they have been shown to be 
in the Wabash Valley. The relations observed indicate one or more 
Niagara domes whose summits and sides remained above the sea 
during Devonian sedimentation and probably through a part o:f 
Carboniferous time. 
Jasper County.-The principal outcrops of the Niagara lime-
Ptones occur along the Iroquois River in the vicinity of Rensselaer. 
Bed rock, which is probably of Niagara age, is also reported in 
the bed of the Pickamink River. High water covered these out-
crops, as well as most o:f those in the vicinity of Rensselaer at the 
time of my visit. The beds which could be examined were com-
posed o:f hard, gray magnesian limestone of good quality for road 
building. 
Collettt reported Devonian limestone overlying the Niagara at 
the dam in Rensselaer, but this bed was not exposed at the time 
o:f my visit. 
Niagara beds reach the surface in the highway near the center 
''Collett, 12th Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., pp. fi3-56. Collett, 23d Ann. :Rep. Ind. Geol. 
Surv., p. 187. 
tTwelfth Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., p. 71. 
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of section 29, six and a hal£ miles east of Rensselaer, and also 
at Pleasant Ridge station. The Niagara holds a small amount 
of petroleum in some localities. In section 35, T. 2~) N., R. 6 \V., 
a well ~l5 feet in depth, on Andy Yoeman's farm, furnishes a 
small amount of dark lubricating oil. 
In the south part of the county the New Albany shale outcropd 
at intervals for more than three miles along Carpenter's Creek. 
The "black shale" outcrops begin at Remington, where it forms 
the bed and sides of the stream, exposing a thickness of 15 feet 
of bluish black to drab shale. In descending the stream the New 
Albany shale outcrops are interrupted in the north part of section 
24 by exposures of the Mansfield sandstone ("l\lillstone grit") 
which forms the bed and sides of the creek at the wagon bridge, 
three-quarters of a mile northwest of Remington. At this point 
the creek :flows through a post-glacial gorge in this formation. 
The rock is a coarse huff sandstone, locally conglomeritic, the 
pebbles varying in size from buckshot to hickory nuts. Geodes 
five to six inches in diameter occur in it. About forty rods below 
the bridge the New Albany shale again appears in the bed and 
sides of the stream. At the forks of Carpenter's Creek the }\/[am-
field sandstone outcrops on the east side of the stream and the 
New Albany shale on the west side. Further down the stream 
the two formations may be traced to within a few yards of each 
other at the same level, but the contact of the two was not observed. 
The relationship to each other of the outcrops described above 
seems to indicate that the two formations are unconformable. 
Apparently the Mansfield sandstone has been deposited in an old 
valley of erosion in the Devonian shale. 
~White County.-The only outcrops of the Niagara limestone 
in this county known to the writer occur along Monon Creek. It 
is well exposed in the heel of the stream just west of the railwa;; 
at J\Ionon. Both the New Albany shale and the Devonian lirne-
:<tone outcrop at much lower levels a few miles to the southeast. 
These have been described by the writer in a previous paper.-:~ 
The outcrops at Monon apparently represent one of the Niagara 
domes. Collett recognized the quaquaversal character of the dip;, 
here and stated that "the strata seem to dip from this point i.n 
'''Twenty-fifth Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. Snrv., p. 562. 
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almost every direction."* The limestone at Monon has been used 
to some extent for making lime. 
:Four miles northeast of J\lonon, the Big Monon Ditch cuts 
through the Niagara 1 imestone for 3,aoo feet. The beds here 
show a flip of from 30 ° to 4-fi o toward the southwest. 
.Tnst west of \Volcott the ~Ians6eld sandstone approaches the 
surface. It is extensively quarried for glass making in the S. vV. 
quarter of section 25. The section exposed in the quarry shows: 
Surface clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 ft. 8 in. 
Light bluish gray, coarse sandstone with coarse 
quartz pebbles scattered through it ............ 25 ft. 
The sandstone is very friable, and in a part of the quarry 1s 
but little more than an unconsolidated sand. 
VV ABASH VALLEY. 
Carroll County.-No other county offers so good an opportunity 
to study the relationship between the Niagara and the Devonian 
rocks as Carroll. Both the Devonian and the Niagara are well ex-
posed in the vicinity of Delphi. The Niagara limestone is a mag-
nesian limestone, buff or gray, usually very hard, but sometimes 
showing soft beds. 
At the mouth of Little Rock Creek, in the northea~t part of the 
c0unty, the lower division of the Devonian limestone ("Oornifer-
ons") is seen resting on the Niagara limestone. Both appear to 
he horizontal at this point. One mile beknv this the Niagara 
limestone outcrops opposite Lockport in the banks of the \Vabasb. 
Here the beds show a northwesterly dip of 35 o. They show a 
light gray ragged looking limestone, splitting into irregular frag-
ments by frost action. 
At Delphi the Niagara limestone is ·well exposeu in the old 
Deer Creek channel on the northeast side of town. Just south 
of the Monon railway in the quarry a thickness of 150 feet is 
('Xposed. This is the greatest thickness which has been observed 
in any single section in the county. The dip here varies from 30° 
to 40°. This series of beds belongs to the Hun~ington limestone 
, formation. The N oblosville dolomite is represented by outcrops 
*Rep. Gcol. Surv. Ind, 18i2, p. 303. 
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between the highway south of the quarry and Deer Creek. Above 
the upturned edges of the Huntington limestone rests a thin 
bed of impure Devonian limestone of Hamilton age. A bed 
of iron ore and red clay eight or ten inches thick lies be-
tween the two unconformable beds. In the railroad cut just north 
of the city high school building the unconformity of the Niagara 
and the Devonian may also be seen, a thin bed of ferruginous 
clay separating the two as at the quarry section. In the latter 
case, however, the Devonian is represented by the New Albany 
shale, the Niagara at this point having evidently remained above 
the Devonian sea until the beginning of the New Albany shale 
epoch or later. 
At the lime quarry of Harley Brothers the Niagara limestono; 
f'hows dips of 10 ° to 15 o, mostly toward the south, although the 
direction of dip tends to swing round toward the west in the north 
part of the quarry. 
In the quarry one-half a mile northeast of the Harley Brothers' 
quarry the beds dip 20° to 30° toward the northeast. 
The Niagara limestone at Delphi makes an excellent lime and 
is extensively quarried and burned for this purpose at the above 
mentioned quarries. Lime was formerly burned from outcrops 
near the river west of Delphi, but the kilns there have been aban-
doned. 
In Carrollton township the Niagara beds reach the surface in 
the bed and sides of Little Deer Creek, about 200 yards above 
its junction with the north fork of Deer Creek. The limestone 
here is a light gray crystalline rock, apparently containing but 
little magnesia. 
Cass County.-N early all of the outcrops of bedrock in this 
county arc confined to the bluffs of the \Vabash Hiver; the ex-
ceptions being those along Pipe Creek and in the vicinity of Ad-
amsborough and Logansport. The Niagara limestone outcrops at 
very f1·equent intervals along the Wabash from the Carroll County 
line almost to :Miami County. Small patches of Devonian lime-
stone of Corniferous age occur, but less frequently. 
The irregular manner of occurrence of the Devonian outcrops 
is due to the unconformity existing between the Niagara and 
Devonian beds. Many outcrops of the latter appear to have been 
deposited in depressions of the Niagara limestone. An example 
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of this is seen in the Devonian limestone which forms the bed 
of the Wabash one-half mile below Georgetown. The Niagara 
limestone rises from 10 to 20 feet above the bed of the river imme­
diately above and below this point. Just below Georgetown both 
the Niagara and the Devonian are exposed' on each side of the 
river. From five to eight feet of gray, crystalline 'Devonian lime­
stone rests unconformably on the Niagara. The line of, contact 
between the two is an irregular one, frequently rising or sagging. 
On the east side of the river the Niagara dips from eight to six· 
teen degrees to the east, while the Devonian limestone lies hori-
I zontal above it. 
At Logansport, the Niagara limestone forms the ,bed of the 
Wabash., The Devonian limestone appears above it at a nnmbei' 
of point!; in and near the city. It caps the knoll on which the 
hospital for the insane is located, and outcrops over sixty aeI'Cd 
or morc in section 2, southeast of the city. At the last named 
locality it is quarried and burned for lime by Mr. Harry Lux. 
It makes a superior quality of lime, which is free from magnesia 
, and whiter than the lime from the Niagara dolomite. 
The extensive outcrop at the upper Eel River dam in Logans­
port shows the following section: 
1. 	 Gray limestone (Devonian) .....•...•............3 ft. 4 In. 

2. 	 Bluish clay shale...............................2 to, 3 In. 

3. 	 Hard gray limestone breaking with conchoidal 
fracture (Niagara) ....~.....................2 to 4 ft. 
The Niagara beds in Cass County exhibit three well marked 
yarieties of limestone: (1) a hard gray, fine-grained limestone, 
breaking with conchoidal fracture; (2) a crystalline or semi-crys­
talline, moderately soft rock, and (3) a buff or gray, evenly bedded 
magnesian limestone, usually with saccharoidal (texture. These 
three appear to represent local varieties of the same beds. The 
• 	 exposure in tlw banks of the Eel and the Wabash rivers at Logans­
port, are mostly of the first class. An interesting lens of very 
pure :white, fine-grained sandstone about six feet thick, occurs 
in the hard gray limestone below Kenneth about half a mile. The 
lateral extent of the bed is not known,as only a single exposure 
• has been seen at the head of a small ravine entering the Waba;;h 
from the north. The stone will make an excellent glass sand. 
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The seoond variety of limestone is seen in the outcrops one­
half mile above Georgetown, on the north bank of the Wabash, 
and af ~ few other localities. These limestones were formed unde!' 
conditions favorable to molluscan life and contain an abundanco 
of fossils. 
The beds which are so extensively quarried at Kenneth belong 
partly to the third class. . 
The section exposed in the quarry north of Kenneth Station 
is as follows: 
1. C~ay and solI. .................. '.' . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 to 8 ft. 

2. BluE\. limestone ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . .. 20 ft. 

3. 	 Buff magnesian limestone In strata 10 to 4 In. 
thick ...........•...............••......... 30 ft. 
4. Thin bedded bluish-gray limestone............• 10 ft. 

5. Heavy bedded dark gray limestone. . . . . . . . . . . .. 20 ft.' 
----------~~d..s.Jie_l!ea.rly horizontal, showing o~ly slight wavy undu­
~~ -	 . 
A small amount of number three is used for dimension stone; 
the remainder is used by the Chicago S i I Company as a flux. 
Several hundred carloads per week are sipped for this purpose. 
The blue limestone eN o. 4) contains a f w fossils, but the other 
beds a~e almost entirely barren. 
In the quarry on the south side of the railroad near Kenneth, 
which was formerly operated by Harry Lux, the beds exposed 
are similar to those of the above section. . 
. At Keesport, three and a half miles ~ast of Logansport, the 
Niagara limestone is quarried and burned for lime. 
Miami Oounty.-Both the Devonian ~nd Niagara limestones 
outcrop on Pipe Cree~ near Bunker am. Elsewhere in the 
county the Niagara beds are the only. beds outcropping. They 
show numerous exposures along the Wa' ash near Peru, and in 
the bluffs of the Mississinewa River the utcrops are almost con­
tinuous from the. county line to its mout. At the old limekiln, 
. one mile above Peru, the Niagara limes one shows a dip to the 
west of 28°. Some very irregular dips are exposed in a small 
quarry on the south bank of the Waba h, one-half mile above 
the railroad bridge, which are' due to fal e bedding. . 
_ The limestone is quarried from thed of the river at Peru, 
and various small quarries have furnish~d rock for foundation 
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work. Much of the stone is of a poor quality. It has been burnetl · 
for lime one mile above Peru. 
Wabash County.-The Niagara limestone outcrops in great 
force along both the Wabash and the Mississinewa rivers. At 
most of the exposures along the latter stream the beds lie nearly 
horizontal, but inclined beds occur at a few localities. At the 
mill dam one mile above Somerset a small stream enters the river, 
exposing in its bed and sides the highly inclined beds of the 
Niaga,ra dipping toward the north at an angle of about 30°. 
The-Wabash crosses the county from east to west, flowing in 
a valley which, in many places, has been cut into the Niagara 
rocks. The bluffs, 40 to 80 feet high, which border the valley, 
afford many good exposures of the Niagara beds. The dome,; 
which interrupt the otherwise horizontal beds of the Niagara lime-
stone at many points along the Wabash constitute the most inter·· 
esting feature of the geology of this county. These have been 
described in another section of this paper. The occurrence of 
a group of these domes in the flat plain of the Wabash near Lagru 
is doubtless due to the fact that their development elevated beds 
of limestone offering considerably more resistanc~ to erosion than 
the softer Niagara shales in which the lower levels of the Wabash 
Valley are excavated. 
The exposure at the Wabash dome in Wabash affords the longest 
continuous section noted in the county. It is as follows: 
1. Drab gray calcareous shale.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45 ft. 
2. Bluish gray to buff limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 to 10 ft. 
3. Bluish shale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 ft. 
4. Buff dolomitic limE'stone ...................... 75 ft. 
In some sections a bluish calcareous shale or hydraulic lime-
stone is exposed. This is seen at the base of the Hanging Rock 
section. It is said to make a good cement and has been used for 
that purpose. The limestone at Wabash is extensively quarried 
for flagstone and foundation stone. 
Upper Wabash Valley.-Above the Wabash and Huntington 
County line outcrops cease along the river for about seven miles. 
Near the forks of the river they reappear, and for more than four 
miles the Niagara limestone appe.::trs at numerous exposures in 
or near the banks of the Little Wabash. For some distance above 
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Huntington the channel of the stream is cut in the Niagara lime-
stone. The beds show heavy dips at Huntington which have been 
described in another part of this paper. The limestone at Hunt-
ington makes an excellent quality of lime and is extensively quar-
ried and burned for that purpose. The chemical composition of 
the stone used for lime is shown in the following a,nalysis :* 
Water at 212° ....................................... 1... 0.50 
Silicic acid .................................... ; . . . . . . . 1.50 
Lime .............................................•.... 31.92 
Magnesia . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.58 
Alumina and ferric oxide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.25 
Carbonic anhydride . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49.52 
Sulphuric acid . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.34 
Loss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 0.39 
100.00 
Prof. E. T. Cox refers to the "Corniferous epoch" a bed of sand-
stone at Huntington. He states that "in' Huntington County 
it forms the upper fifteen inches, close grained and loosely co-
herent.'; The bed referred to is probably .a thin bed which ap-
pears in the quarry just west of Huntington. This bed lies be-
·tween strata of Niagara limestone and is tilted with them at 
an angle of 25 °. While no fossils were noted in it, its position 
between beds of Niagara limestone show it to be a local sandstone 
lens in the Niagara. 
Occasional outcrops of the Niagara limestone bccur along the 
south or main branch of the Wabash as far east as the State line. 
At Markle, Buena Vista and other points, the limestone has. been 
quarried for local use. The exposures near Markle show highly 
tilted beds. 
The Niagara limestone does not outcrop in the vicinity of Deca-
tur, but it is extensively quarried after removing the 15 to 20 
feet of drift clay and sand. The quarry at the north side of town 
shows the following section: 
1. Surface day and gravel. ........................... 19 ft. 
2. White,. soft, thin-bedded saccharoidal limeston'e. . . . . . 8 ft. 
3. Heavy-bedded, white saccharoidal limestone ......... 15 ft. 
''Geol. Surv. of Ind., 1878, p. 60. 
. . .  
S T R A T I G R A P H Y  O F  N I A G A R A  O F  N O R T H E R N  I N D I A N A .  4 2 3  
T h e  s e c t i o n  e x p o s e d  i n  t h e  J .  S .  B o w e r s  q u a r r y ,  o n e - t h i r d  o f  
a  m i l e  n o r t h w e s t  o f  D e c a t u r ,  i s  a s  f o l l o w s :  
1 .  G r a v e l  a n d  c l a y  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 0  f t .  
2 .  D a r k  g r a y ,  v e r y  h a r d  s a c c h a r o i d a l  l i m e s t o n e  w i t h  f r e -
q u e n t  p a t c h e s  o f  c h e r t  i n  t h e  s t r a t a  i n  l a y e r s  o f  
5  t o  1 8  i n .  t h i c k .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  .  2 0  f t .  
T h e  c o n t r a s t  i n  c o l o r  a n d  t e x t u r e  b e t w e e n  t h e  l i m e s t o n e s  a t  
t h e s e  t w o  q u a r r i e s  i s  m o s t  m a r k e d ,  b u t  t h e y  p r o b a b l y  e x p o s e  b e d , ;  
· o f  t h e  s a m e  g e o l o g i c a l  h o r i z o n  a n d  t h e  d i f f e r e n c e s  d o u b t l e s s  r e p -
r e s e n t  l o c a l  v a r i a t i o n s  o f  t h e  s t o n e .  T h e  w h i t e  s t o n e  i s  e a s y  t o  
w o r k ,  a n d  h a s  a  h a n d s o m e  a p p e a r a n c e  w h e n  d r e s s e d .  
A R E A  S o u T H  O F  T H E  W A B A S H .  
H a m i l t o n  O o u n t y . - T h i s  c o u n t y  i s  l o c a t e d  s l i g h t l y  n o r t h  o f  t h e  
g e o g r a p h i c a l  c e n t e r  o f  I n d i a n a .  T h e  d r i f t  i n  t h i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  
S t a t e  i s  s o  d e e p  t h a t  t h e  P a l e o z o i c  r o c k s  a r e  r a r e l y  e x p o s e d  a t ·  
t h e  s u r f a c e .  O n l y  a  f e w  o u t c r o p s  o c c u r  i n  t h e  c o u n t y .  T h e  m o s t  
• e x t e n s i v e  e x p o s u r e  i s  t h e  o n e  a t  C o n n o r ' s  m i l l  o n  W h i t e  R i v e r ,  
f i v e  m i l e s  a b o v e  N o b l e s v i l l e .  T w o  s m a l l  q u a r r i e s  s o u t h w e s t  o f  
F i s h e r s v i l l e  a f f o r d  a n  e q u a l l y  g o o d  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  s t u d y  t h e  P a l e o -
z o i c  r o c k s  o f  t h e  c o u n t y .  S e v e r a l  d a y s  w e r e  s p e n t  b ; y  t h e  w r i t e r  
i n  c o l l e c t i n g  f r o m  t h e  b e d s  e x p o s e d  a t  t h e s e  t w o  l o c a l i t i e s .  
C o n n o r ' s  M i l l . - T h e  o u t c r o p  a t  C o n n o r ' s  m i l l  c o n s i s t s  o f  a  h a r d ,  
l i g h t  b u f f  d o l o m i t e ,  w h i c h  i s  e x p o s e d  f o r  t w o  o r  t h r e e  h u n d r e d  
y a r d s  b e l o w  t h e  d a m .  T h e  b e d s  s h o w  a  d i p  o f  f r o m  2 0 °  t o  4 0 "  
t o  t h e  s o u t h w e s t .  A b o v e  t h e  d a m  o n e - t h i r d  o f  a  m i l e  t h e  l i m e s t o n e  
o u t c r o p s  a g a i n ,  d i p p i n g  3 0 °  t o  t h e  n o r t h w e s t .  
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  i s  a  l i s t  o f  f o s s i l s  c o l l e c t e d  f r o m  b e d s  e x p o s e d  
b e l o w  t h e  d a m : *  
F a v o s i t e s  f a v o s u s  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r .  
S t r e p t e l a s m a  c f  c a l i c u l a .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i ·  
A m p l e ; v u s  s h u r n a r d i .  . .  . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r .  
E u c a l y p t o C ? ' i n u s  c f .  crassu.~ .  .  .  .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . .  r .  
C o n c h i d i u m  m u l t i c o s t a t u m .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . . .  a .  
C o n c i t i d i u m  s p  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  r .  
' ' T h e  J i s t  h e r e  g i v e n  i s  a  r e v i a i o n  o f  &  p r e l i m i n a r y  l i s t  p u b l i s h e d  i n  t h e  A m .  J o u r .  S c i . ,  
V o l .  X I V ,  1 9 0 2 ,  p p .  2 2 1 - 2 2 4  .  
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Atrypa reticularis .•........ . . .. . ...........•................ c. 

Strophonella Williamsi rio sp .... . ............................. c. 

Leptaena rlwmboidalis . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . '.•.........••.c. 

Meristina maria .••..•.•............•..•.. : .....•........•.... r. 

Spirifer noMlis .••••........•..•.•....•.•.....•..•.••• '••...••. r. 

Spirifer cf crispa .. .... ' .••........ " . . .. . ..............•.... r. 

Dalrnanella elegantula .............. '........................... r. 

Plectambonite8 cf sericeu.9 ..•••..••.•....••••..•..•••••••.••••r. 

Corwcardium sp ............ , .... .' ............. r. 

Platyi'J8Wma cf niagarense ......... '......•...............•....c. 

SphR:rextxhus rQrningeri '....• , •.............................. 80. 

Calamene vogdesi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... , .•.................. c. 

Illaenus inlfignis ............................. ' ..•............. c. 

Phacops c/. pulchellus. . . • . ....' . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .......... c. 

Encrinurus arnericantlS n. sp' . .....•..•.•••...•••.. '........." •. c. 

Fishers'bttrg Quarries.-Southwest of Fishersburg one-half mile 
a very pure, white sandstone has been quarried for glass making. 
It is a fine-grained, massive, loosely cemented rock, crumbling 
easily. A buff dolomite, having the same lithological character­
istics as the outcrop at Connor's mill, rests upon the sandstone. 
The line of contact between the two formations is clearly show!! 
in the quarry, and is seen to be a very irregular one, resembling 
unconformity. The sandstone is believed, however, to be a local 
lens. Such lenses are known at other localities in the State where 
both the upper and lower contact with the Niagara is clear. The 
limestone on either side of tJ:Ie projecting mass of sandstone extends 
below the surface of the pool which fills the quarry. The limestone 
beds show a dip of about 35 0 to the north. 
The following section is exposedat the east pit: 
1. Surface clay ....................'. . . . . . . . .. 2 ft. to 18 In. 

2. Buff magnesIan llmestone ......... . . . . . . . .. 1 ft. to 0 

3. Hard, :line-grained white ,.sandstone. ... . . . . .. fI ft. 
A careful search failed to discover any fossils in the sandstone. 
The fauna of the limestone, as well as its physical characters, 
• indicate that it belongs to the same formation as the beds at 
Connor's mill. 
A comparatively short time was spent in collecting from the 
Fishersburg quarries, and for this reason the following list of 
fossils from that locality include fewer species than the preceding 
list: . 
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Streptelasma cf. calirJUla. .. . . . . . . . . .. .................... r. 
Fa,vosites niagarensis. . . . . .................................. c. 
Spirifer cf. mdiatus . .......................................... r. 
Oonchidium multicostatum. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... a. 
Reticularia sp ................................................ r. 
Ortlwthetes subplanus . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . ................... r. 
Stropheodonta sp .............................. · ............. !c . 
.Meristina maria . ............................................. c. 
Nucleospira pisiform is ........................................ r. 
Leptaena rhomboidalis . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . r. 
Spirifer nobilis . . . . . . . . .................................... r · 
Illaenus insignis. . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. r. 
Spherexochus romingeri ....................................... r. 
Phacops cf pulchellus. .. .. . . . . . . .................... r. 
Encrinuros america nus n. sp .................................. r. 
In the southwest part of the county the Niagara dolomite comes 
'near the surface in sections 5, 6 and 32 on the north side of 
the Fall Creek. A small outcrop of hard gray limestone occurs 
at the roadside about one-half mile northeast of Helm's mill. 
Just north of this a small am~unt of stone has been quarried on 
Samuel Patterson's land. The quarry has not been worked re-
cently, and only ten inches of buff dolomite are exposed. 
A small amount of stone for local use has been quarried in 
the southwest quarter of section 32, T. 17 N.,, R. 6 E. The 
excavation exposes about two feet of thin-bedded, light orange 
colored magnesian limestone with from two to four feet of strip-
pmg. 
Outcrops were reported along Duck Creek by Brown,* but 
a careful search failed to locate them. 
Correlation.--Richard Owen described the outcrop at Connor's 
mill in his report published in 1863, t but offered no opinion 
as to the age of the bed. The earliest reference to the age of 
these beds occurs in a report on the geology of Hamilton County*·*' 
by Dr. R. T. Brown, who considered them to be of Devonian 
age. No paleontological evidence was offered in support of this 
opinion, the author of the report stating that "the outerops of 
rock in Hamilton County are quite barren of fossils." In, 1901 
the limestones at Connor's mill and near Fishersburg were re-
ferred by the writer+ to the Niagara, but the paleontological evi-
''Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., 1884. 
tRep. Ind. Geol. Surv. for 1859-62, p. 102. 
•:••Fourteenth Ann. Rep. Ind. Geol. Surv., 1884. p.27. 
tTwenty-fifth Ann. Rep. Dep. Geol. and Nat. Res. Ind., p. 599. 
• 
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dence for this determination was not given. The faunal lists 
here given clearly show the :Niagara age of these beds. The 
Lockport (Niagara) limestone is their probable equivalent in 
the Niagara group. As stated on. a preceding page the local name 
NQblesville dolomite has been given to these beds. 
The Hamilton County outcrops are the most southern exposures 
in the State which show highly tilted Niagara strata. The oro­
genic disturbances, which caused a general tilting of the Niagara 
rocks in northern Indiana previous to the beginning of Devonian 
sedimentation, did not affect the southern portion of the State, 
where they lie nearly horizontal, and are conformable with the 
Devonian rockll. North of the Ohio River eighty miles the Niag­
ara rocks are slightly unconformable with the Devonian,* but 
nearly horizontal. The Devonian rocks have not been observed 
in contact with the Niagara in Hamilton County, but it is very 
probable that they are unconformable, as they have been shown 
to be farther north in the Wabash Valley. 
Madison Oounty.-The Niagara beds outcrop at three points 
on the south bank of Fall Creek in the town of Pendleton. 
Tbes~ are at the lower edge of town, at the foot of the fall, and 
on a knoll 200 yards below the fall. The formation is represented 
at the foot of the fall by a bluish drab calcareous shale or fine­
grained sandstone, above which rests the massive Pendleton sand­
stone (Devonian).· The 'section at the fall is as follows: 
1. Hard gray limestone........................... S ft. 6 in. 

2. Heavy bedded white sandstone.:............... 6 it. 8 In. 

S. 	 Bluish drab, fine-grained calcareous sandstonE' or 
shale ...............•.......•.....•....••• 10 in. 
,The beds exposed 200 yards below this section are composed 
of buff to ash colored soft magnesian limestone and lie at :nearly 
the same elevation or a little higher than the Devonian beds of 
the above section. It was doubtless the relative elevation of the 
Devonian' and Niagara beds which led,Coxt into the error of 
placing the latter above the Devonian sandstone and limestone 
in his section of the Pendleton rocks. The buff dolomite contains 
Spkaerexockus romingeri, Spirifer niagaren~is and other Niagara 
·Kindle, 25th Allll. Dept. Geol ...nd Nat. Res. Ind.• p. 559. 

tEightb Ann. Rep., Ind. Geol. Surv., 1879, p. ro. 
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fossils in considerable abundance, and belongs to the Noblesville 
dolomite formation. The beds appear to lie horizontal. The oc­
currence of Devonian beds at a lower level than the Niagara) 
in outcrops so near those of the latter, is doubtless due to 
unconformity. 
Niagara limestone of the hard, gray facies outcrops on Foster's 
Branch four miles below Pendleton. On the north bank of Fall 
Oreek north of Al£onte it is extensively burned for lime . 
. About two. miles west of ,the Anderson courthouse a quarry 
has been opened in the Niagara beds on the south bank of 'Vhite 
River.' The rock is a drab colored limestone, very shaly, and 
most of the beds· 
, I are of little value for dimension stone. This . 
quarry has furnished a considerable amount of macadamizing 
materiaL 
Other points where Niagara limestone has been quarried in 
Madison Oounty are near Frankton on Pipe Oreek and two miles 
northeast of Frankton, in section 33, ,T. 21 N., R. 7 E. 
Other Outcrops.-A single outcrop of the Niagara is known 
in Henry Oounty.At the Quarry mills, three miles southwest 
of Greensborough, limestone was formerly quarried and burned 
lor lime. All that can be seen of the bed at present is about two 
feet of shaly, bluish-gray limestone near the old limekiln. The 
foundation of the mill is constructed of this stone. 
~ In Grant Oounty numerous outcrops of the Niagara limestones 
occur along the Mississinewa River below Marion. 
Niagara beds are said to outcrop in the bed of White River 
above Muncie, but they have not been seen by the writer. Mr. 
Oharles Gough, Oounty Surveyor of Delaware Oounty, states that 
bed rQck lies within a few feet of the surface in the following 
sectiolls: 
Section 14............Township 20............Range 10 East. 

Section 14.•.•..•.....Township 20.•......... ,Range 9 East. 

Section 16....•.••....Townshlp 21. ...........Range 11 East. 

Section 23............Township 22 .......... :.Range 10 East. 

Section 27............Township 21 ........... ;Range 11 East. 

Section 28.........•..Township 21. .....•.•...Range 11 East. 

Section 21. ........... Township 21. ...........Range 11 East. 

A number of outcrops of the Niagara occur in Randolph 
Oounty. The stone is used for lime and quarried for flagging 
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and other purposes. The following analysis of the Randolph 
County limestone is republished from the Report of the State 
Geologist for 1878, p. 59. 
Mackllf1ille. Ridl1et!iUe. 
Water at 212"F.. . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. •. . . .. . 1.18 0.90 

Silicic acid •..•...•..•.. " ......•. '.......... " 1.20 0.70 

Ferric oxide ................................. 1.30 2.70 

Alumina ••................................... 4.40 3.75 

Lime ........•..............................• 45.45 45.08 

Magnesia .........................-.'..... ..•.. 4.01 4.36 

Carbonic anhydride .......................... 40.12 89.21 

Sulphuric acid ...•........................... 0.27 0.44 

Combined water and loss ............. .{ .. .. ... 2.07 2.86. 

100.00 100.00 
P ART II. PALEONTOLOGY.* 
BRACHIOPODA.t 
DinoOoius oonradi Hall. 
, 
rl. I, fig. 8. 
The natural cast of the bi-achial valve, which is figured from 
the Gilbert collection, is the 'only specimen observed. A feature 
not shown: in most of the fit;res published of this species is a 
low, indistinct ridge traversing the broad, shallow, longitudinal 
groove which' crosses the m~cular plate. 
Rare. Huntington. ' 
, 
MonomoreUa tYp. 
Pl. I, :fig. 1. 
Internal casts of the brachial, valve of an undescribed species 
show the follQwing characters: 
"NoTI!.-Mr. C. L. Breger h.... &lII!isted in the prep&r&tion of the grMter portion of P&rt 
II and i. the joint ..nthor ot this p&rt of the p&per. ' 
For the loan of literature andauUltance in the determiD1!.tion of certain specie" ac­
knowledgments are due to Dr. C. D. Walcott, ProfeslIor H. S. WiIli&ma and Prof. C. E. 
Beecher. ' 
Mr. J. R Gilbert, of Huntington, h&a gQnerously loaned us hi. v&luable oolleotion of 
Hnntington fossils, a number of which are h<!re figured. To Mr. G. K. Greene we are in­
debted for the opportunity to oOl1\par. the northern, Indiana species with thoae in hi. Ni­
agara colleetion from Louisville and southern Indiana. 
The illustrations are by Dr. J. C. McConnell and Mr. G. S. BarkeJitin, with the excep. 
tion of the figures on pl&te 25, which were mOOe b,. Mr. Breger. 
The Oo.I."'""at,, an'd 1£''h.i,,04_ata and p&rts of some other groups have b..,ll omitted 
from this paper because of the acarcity of SQ.tisraetory maierialln the collections. 
:!Tbe student is referred to Bull. No. 87, U. S. G.S., for the synonomy of the speoies. 
I 
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Brachial valve semi-circular in outline, uniformly concave; 
length of largest specimen 75 mm., width 110 mm. The smallest 
is about half this size. Platform pear-shaped, tapering toward _ 
the front. The platform is divided transversely about the middle 
i1!to two parts by a shallow furrow, bending backward in the 
middle; the posterior division is subdivded by a similar but leas 
conspicuous furrow at right angles to the first. Two diverging 
low ridges extend forward from the ends of the transverse furrow. 
A second pair extend forward from the anterior end of the plat­
form and reach nearly to the ma\,gin of the valve. No specific 
name will be proposed until a m~re complete descriptIon is pos­
sible. 
Six s~imens have been found at Delphi. 
Pl. I, fig. 2. 
This genus is represented in the collection by a single frag­
ment which is here figured, of the internal east of the valve of an 
undetermined species. I 
Delphi. 
Oremio sp. 
Pl. I, figs. 9, 10. 
Shell broadly ovate, truncated posteriorly; apex rather de­
pressed, near the posterior margin. Anterior adductor scars about 
one-third the distance from the truncated margin to the front. 
Surface, apparently with fine concentric strire. 
Only one specimen has been seen which is a oast of a brachial 
valve from Pendleton1 Ind. 
Btrapheodunta aJ. CfJ'T'rUgata COJlrad. 
Pl. I, fig. 3. 
Shell nearly flat; surface marke4 by fine, prominent, radiating 
strire; these are nearly equal, bifurcating at intervals and crossed 
by fine concentric strire. Four or five oblique .folds appear on the 
hinge margin near the extremities of the hinge line. The alter­
nating finer strire which are said by Hall to -characterize the 
New York forms have not been observed. 
A single, well marked specimen from Georgetown. 
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Pholidoatrophia niagaremM n. lip. 
PI. II, figl. 18-15. 
Shell small, semi-elliptical, highly arched; the height of the con­
vexity equals half the width of the shell. . Greatest width be­
tween the hinge extremities which are slightly pointed. The very 
convex pedicel valve rises abruptly. from the hinge line. The 
gibbous umbonal region projects slightly beyond the hin~e line, 
then descends rep;ularly to the front and sides. Beak small and 
incurved. Brachial valve not seen. Surface with nacreous luster, 
smooth except near the. front, where fai~t traces of distant radi­
ating strire may be observed under a stroI).g lens. Inner surface 
of shell strongly and coarsely punctate. 
Two specimens from Little Deer Creek, .Garroll COUIity. 
Btrophonella 0/. striata Hall. 
Pl. I, fig.'. 
Four or five poorly preserved specimens are provisionally re­
ferred to this species. Shell resupinate. Strong radiating pli­
cations cover the surface. 
Connor's Mill, Hamilto:r;: County. 
Btrophonella williafnfi n. sp. 
Pl. I, figs. 6. 7 and 11. 
Shell semi-elliptical, length about three-fourths the width; ex­
tremities of hinge line mucronate, extending beyond the rest of 
the shell. SheH profoundly refl~xed about the middle of the 
valves. Pedicel valve near the beak slightly concave; anterior 
to the concave region the valve is deeply convex; the depth of. 
the convexity is equal to nearly half the length of the shell. Bra­
chial valve nearly flat or slightly convex near the. hinge line, 
elsewhere very convex. Interior with a strong. bilobed cardinal 
process" directed forward. . Inner margin of narrow area crenu­
lated on each side of the beak for about half the distance to the 
extremities. Surface covered with fine, closely arranged, ~aseicu­
late strire in bundles of from five to ten, which are separated 
by distinct grooves, most of the latter reaching to the beak. Each 
gr90ve has the width of about two stria>. 
\ 
\ 
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This species is readily distinguished from Slrophonella semi­
fasciata of the Waldron shale by the absence of the strong ele­
vated strire which characterize the Waldron species. 
The species is represented by about ten specimens from George­
town, Pendleton, Connor's liill (Hamilton County), and Delphi. 
Btropheodonta Bp. 
A number of casts represent a nearly fiat Stropheodonta .)f 
undetermined species. 
Common at Connor's Mill, Hamilton County. 
Leptaena rhmnboidalis Wilckens. 
PI. II, iiII'. 17. 
Shell semi-elliptical to semi-circular in outline; valves nearly 
fiat or slightly convex on dorsal, and concave on ventral side 
in posterior portion of shell; abruptly defiected towards the front 
sometimes at a right angle to the plane of the posterior portion 
of the shell. Surface marked by numerous strong, radiating 
striffi. Six to fifteen strong, concentric wrinkles mark the fiat 
portion of the shell. 
The species is common, occurring at Georgetown, Pendleton, 
and at Connor's Mill, Hamilton County. 
Pu,elambonites if. sericeutl Sowerby. 
PI. II, iiII'. 22. 
Shell transversely semi-ovaI, greatest width of the shell along 
the hinge line, which is slightly extended in mucronate points. 
The interior of the pedicel v:alve shows a str<?ngly marked, bilobed, . _ 
muscular impression. 
The specimens are casts of the interior and show only internal 
features. The surface is marked according to Hall "by fine striffi 
which are even and uniform or alternating with stronger ones; 
striffi increasing in number toward the margin; granulose or papil­
lose, crossed by a few lines of growth." 
Two specimens from Connor's Mill/ ¥amilton Count;,. 
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OrOwthet& subplanm Conrad. 
Pl. I, lig.5. 
Shell semi-circular to semi-elliptical, depressed} convex; length 
of hinge somewhat greater than. the width of the shell A dis­
tinct area extends the length of the hinge in both valves. Sur­
face marked by forty to fifty prominent, rounded, radiating strire 
which increase both by interstitial addition and by bifurcation; 
these are crossed by fine concentric strire. 
A few specimens from Little Deer Creek, Carroll County, 
are doubtfully referred to this species. In size they resemble . 
Whitfield's O. hydraulicU8> the largest measuring 6f mm. in length 
~nd 8f mm. in width. They differ from Whitfield's species iu 
having the radiating strire of nearly equal strength. The shell 
is rounded at tbe cardinal extremities and has a very high area. 
Beak of pedicel valve sometimes twisted. 
The species is rare; found at Pendleton and Georgetown.· 
Chrmete8 cf. ~utm HalJ. 
Pl. Il,lig. 12. 
Shell small, transversely subelliptical; strongly arched in the 
middle of the shell; length about one-half the width. Hinge 
extremities pointed and projecting somewhat beyond the sides of 
the shell. Four to six small spines on each side of the beak. Sur­
face covered by twenty-five or thirty rounded strire. 
Abundant at Bunker Hill and Logansport; one specimen from 
Pendleton. 
Orthis ftahellitea Foerste. 
Pl. Il.lg•• lI,f.5, 6 Bnd 11. 
This species occurs in the dolomitic limestones as natural casts 
having the appearance shown in the figure. The cardinal area 
of the pedicel valve forms a low triangle. Surface marked by 
22 to 80 broad, prominent radii which are crossed by fine con­
~ centric strire. 
Comparatively :rare. Known from Wabash and Lagro, Pen­
dleton, and Little Deer Creek, Carroll County. 
. \ 
\ 
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-
Ortkia (J) subnodosa Han. 
PI. II, fig. 7. 
The species is represented by two pedicel valves. 
Hinge line somewhat shorter than the width of the shell; area 
with triangular foramen extending to' the beak; beak slightly 
incurved. A shallow undefined mesial depression extends from 
the beak to the front bearing two or three plications. Surface 
marked by fifteen to eighteen bifurcating plications, which are 
crossed by fine lamellose 1ines of growth. The shell shows traces 
of fimbriate surface markings in the best preserved portions. 
Rare. Little Deer Creek, Carroll County. 
Dalinanella elegantula Dalman. 
PI. II, fig. 9. 
Pedicel valve strongly convex, brachial valve nearly fiat, longi­
tudinally concave in the middle. Beak of the ventral valve in­
curved over the high narrow area. Surface covered with fine, 
radiating strire. 
Rare. Found at Georgetown, at Little Deer Creek, Carroll 
County, and Helm's mill, Hamilton County. 
Rhipidomella hybrida Sowerby. 
PI. II, fig. 8. 
Shell rather small, Buborbicular, valves nearly equal. Pedicel 
valve gently convex; brachial valve moderately convex, but with 
a fiat or- depressed area along the middle. Surface marked by 
fine, closely-set, bifurcati.ng strire arching upwards on the sides 
of the posterior portion of the shelL _ 
The species is represented by natural .casts in the dolomitic 
limestone showing the impressions of the cardinal teeth .and 
strongly marked muscular areas. Length and breadth apparently 
equal. 
The species is common' at Wabash; it occurs rarely at Pendle­
ton, Little Deer Creek (Oarroll County), Big Monon Creek 
. (White County), and at Connor's Mill (Hamilton CoUnty). 
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Rhipidomella eireulm Hall. ? 
PI. II, fig. 16. 
A couple of specimens referred doubtfully to this ,speCies are 
subcircular in outline, slightly broader than long, and moderately 
conveX'. Surface covered with fine radiating strire. 
Rare. Georgetown. 
A1W.Iltrophia inrernasetms Hall. 
PI. II, fig. 10. 
Five natural casts of brachial valves represent this species jll 
the collection. These exhibit the following characters: 
Valves gibbous, width slightly exceeding the length; surface 
marked by from 13 to 17 radiating, angular plications: which 
occasionally increase by intercalation or by bifurcation; fold not 
well defined, marked with five or six plications. A short, thin 
septum is present on each side of the beak. 
Rare. Found at Wabash and at Pendleton. 
I 
Oonchidium laquealum Conrad. 
Pl. III, figs. 1, 2; Pl. IV, IIg.lI; PI. VI, figs. 1, 2. 
In mature, well preserved specimens with both valves in cou­
junction, the shell is trigonal or trapezoidal, ventricose and with 
the depth as great as, or greater than, the width. The pedicel 
valve is larger and more gibbous than the brachial, the latter 
being merely operculate. The former valve is elongate, the ratio 
of length and width being 3: 2, with the greatest width in front. 
The beak is hooked down so that its tip is in the plane. of the 
hinge line. The depth of the valve is equal to half the length, 
the greatest depth being one-third the distance from the beak 
to the anterior margin. ,The lateral portion of the shell is 
abruptly deflected to meet the hinge line, thus producing a high, 
rather concave face on each side of the valve.' The surface is 
marked by from 22 to 32, but usually 28 rounded -or subangnlar 
piications which disappear as the lateral faces are appro,ached. 
These' faces and the nmbonal quarter of the ventral valve' are 
smooth except for a few concentric wrinkles of growth, which 
are very obscure. The delthyrium is equilaterally triangiilar 
and extends to the tip of the beak. 
\ 
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-The brachial valve is smaller, less elongate and les's robust th,Rll 
the pedicel valve. wpole specimens are pentagonal, with' the 
greatest width at the anterior margin. The beak is obtuse and 
curved down, so that its tip is below the plane of tlie hinge. lim, 
while the umbonal region is concealed in the delthyrial openillg 
of the pedicel valve. This concealment, when both valves are 
conjoined, makes the'brachial valve seem to be ,smaller and flatter 
than it really is. The surface markings are about the same a::l 
those of the pedicel valve except that the lateral smooth faces 
are perceptibly lower than those in that valve. Internal casts 
are marked by two parallel septa, about three millimeters apart 
in the middle of the valve. These septa extend three-quarte:rs 
of the length of tJle valve and diverge only very slightly. The 
dental sockets are long, parallel to the margin, and diverge ut 
an angle of nearly 90 degrees. 
'Abundant. Delphi, Big MonoJl Ditch (White County), Huut­
ington and Georgetown. ' 
Oonchidium cf.'littoni Hall. 
Pl. III, IIgs. 3-6; PI. IV, IIgs.l, 2,4; Pl. V, IIi'S. 4,5. 

Pal. New York, III, 1859, p. 262. 

"Shell ovoid, ,somewhat elongate. Dorsal valve moderately and 
regularly convex from base to umbo; beak almost rectangularly 
incurved beneath the beak of the opposite valve. Ventral valve 
very gibbous; beak subattenuate, incurved'. Surface marked by 
about eighteen or twenty simple subangular plications. l:hel'o 
is a broad, concave, smooth space on each side below the beak of 
the ventral valve, and a much narrower space on each side of tile 
dorsal valve." 
The ·specimens here referred to this species are considerably 
larger and more gibbous than'the specimens heretofore figured, 
but seem to agree in most essentials with the original description 
given above. 
Common at Georgetown. 
Conchidium cf. multioostatum Hall. 
Pl. VI.llgS. 
Several pedicel valves are referred to this species. Beak mod­
erately incurved, valve sloping lmiformly to the sides and front. 
-----~----- .------.-~------. 
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Surface covered by ,about thirty-five rounded, closely set plica­
tions. Septum extending two-thirds of the distance from the 
beak to the front. 
Oonnor's Mill, Hamilton County, Ind. 
Oonchidium trilabatum n. Bp. 
Pl. V, figs.I-S. 
Shell large, subovate in outlin:e. Both valves strongly trilobed; 
greatest width at about the anterior termination of the lateral 
lobes. Brachial valve deeper than the pedicel valve, beak in­
curved ; cardinal slopes not plicated, descending abruptly, almost 
vertically, to the margin of the shell. A strong sinus on each 
, side of the median line'of the shell and extending nearly to' 
the beaks divides the shell into three lobes, the median lobe being 
broader and much higher than the lateral lo'bes. Brachial valve 
with the beak closely incurved, depth about one-half that of the 
pedicel valve. Lateral sinuses shallow near the beak, deepening 
rapidly toward the fiont and dividing this. valve, like the other, 
into three lobes. Surface of the shell marked with 40 to '70 strong, 
angular, bifurcating plications. Ooncentric lines of growth cross 
these at irregular intervals. 
Known only from Huntington. 
Oonehidium unguiformis Ulrich. (7) 
Pl. VI, figs. 4, 5. 
A single bl'achial valve is doubtfully referred to this specie ... 
The posterior third of the valve is bent nearly, at right angles 
to the rest of the shell. Beak incurved; surface marked by about 
eighteen strong angular plications, eleven of which reach to, or 
nearly to the beak; the remainder arise at one of the strong lines 
of growth. The plicatio:p.s are crossed by sublamellar, concentric 
strire. , 
Rare. Little Deer Creek, Oarroll County. 
Pentamerus QblongU8 vaT. cylindricut Hall and Whitfield. 
PI. VI,-figs. 6-IQ; Pl. VII, fig. 6. 
Shell large, elongate-ovate; subcircular in transverse. section. 
Valves more or less distinctly trilobed in the anterior half, rounded 
or truncate in front; in the latter case a sha.llow sinus is present 
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near the Iront in each valve. Ve.ntral valve deeper and more 
convex than the brachial; ~ arched over the umbone ol the 
opposite valve. 
Surface smooth except lor occasional concentric ridges of 
growth. 
Common in a single zone at Delphi. 
Pentamerus oblongm lIar. eompreaaa, n. 'I1fJ'I'. 
Pl. VII, fill!!. H. 
This variety is distinguished Iro~ P. oblongus val'. cyiindricus 
with which it is associated by the great inequality in the depth 
and width of the shell. The greatest height ol the shell is from 
two to two and one-half times the greatest width. The depth 
of the pedicel valve is about one and one-half times that of the , 
brachial valve. Anterior end ol shell rounded or truncate. One 
specimen shows obscure traces of obsolescent, rounded plicati?ns 
at the anterior end. . All other specimens observed have the sur­
face smooth except for occasional ridges of growth. 
Abundant in a single zone at Delphi. 
Gypidula (Siebere1la) gale4tm Dalman. 
PI. II. figs. 20.21 and 23 to 29. 
Shell ovoid or subglobose; valves unequal, the'pedicel valve 
~ing much larger and more convex than the brachial. Pedicel 
valve uniformly rounded from the umbone to the Iront, the out­
line being nearly that ol a segment ol a circle; beak very gibbous 
and strongly incurved. Some specimens have an indistinct, broad 
fold at the Iront bearing four or five plications. In most indi­
viduals, however, there is little or no trace o~a fold. Sur~aco 
frequently marked with low, indistinct plications, which are obso­
lescent in the umbonal region. Fine concentric strire are soon in 
perfectly preserved specimens. Many specimens show no trace 
of radiating plications. Very few brachial valves have been ob­
served. These show a broad shallow sinus with three or four 
plications which are obsolescent posterior to the middle of the 
valve. 
The specimens from Georgetown, which occur in a nearly pure 
limestone, greatly exceed in size those from other localities, which 
are. all from dolomites. An average brachial valve from the 
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Georgetown locality measures in width 26 mm., length 27 mm. 
An average specimen from the dolomite measures in width 15 
mm., length 16 mm.. A brachial valve from the dolomite has 
the following dimensions-width 17 mm., length 12 mm.·· 
The species occurs commonly as natural casts showing the single' . 
strong septum of the pedicel valve extending about one-third the 
distance to the front, and in the brachial valve two much finel' 
. . 
septa in the umbonal region. 
H~ll and Clarke in the Pal.N. Y., Vol. VIII, have proposed 
to distinguish the Niagara Group forms of this species by the 
name Gypidula (Sieberell.a) roemeri. The specimens from the 
Glades in Perry County, Tenn., which have been made the types, 
are similar in all respects to the Georgetown material. However, 
no differen.ce can be detected between these forms and the typical 
expres~ion of Dalman's species,· as' the latter occurs in Europe 
and in well preserved specimens in the Lower Helderberg of 
New York. G. roemet'iJ which was never described, must· there­
fore be considered only as a synonym of G. galeata. G. nucleus 
should also, perhaps, be referred to this species, as the Indiana 
material shows many gradations between the round plications of 
G. galeata and the more angular ones '()f G. nucleus, while some 
. specimens are smooth. Prof. Whitfield informs us that the spc- , 
cific description of the . latter species was drawn from the best 
specimen which happened to have angular plications, though 
many, if not most, of· his specimens were eith~r smooth or had 
rounded plications. The name "nucleus," therefore, can represent 
at most only a variety. . 
It is worthy of note that at Georgetown, where the only speci­
men of the type of G. nucleus was found, G. gdleata is quite 
abundant and varied. 
The species is common, occurring at Georgetown, Pendleton, 
Wabash, Fishersburg, and Little Deer Creek, Carroll County. 
Gypidula (fYie1Mrella) nudeUll Hall and Whitfield . 
. PI. II. figs. 18, Ill. 
This "species," which is represented by a single pedicel valve 
from Georgetown, shows the following characters: 
Valve ventricose and strongly arched; umbone inflated and 
beak incurved. Surface marked by seven angular plications 
\ 
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which become obsolescent in the umbonal region. The two strong­
est of these are slightly elevated to form a median fold. . 
Camarotoechia sp. undt. 
PI. VIII, flg.ll. 
A single brachial valve of an undetermined species appears 
in the collection from Little Deer Creek. 
The valve is very gibbous, length three-quarters the width. 
Surface marked by twelve strong plications, four of which are 
elevated into a median fold. , . 
Rare. Little Deer Creek, Carroll County. 
Camarotoechia cf. acinus Hall. 
PI. VIII, figs. 1, 2. 
Casts of two or three brachial. valves are doubtfully referred 
to this species. Surface with seven rather strong plications, two 
or three of which are elevated into a median fold which is not 
very prominent. 
Rare. Pendleton. 
Wilsonia 8o.ffordi Hall. 

Pl. VIII, fi,s. 4-9. 

Shell very gibbou~ or subglobose; surface marked by from 20 
to 36 plications which vary in strength according to their num­
bel'; plications frequently marked by shallow median groove near 
the front. Fold and sinus not sharply defined, apparent only at 
the front and marked by 5 to 11 plications. Beak of pedicel 
valve acute, curved over the brachial valve. 
This shell is comparatively rare. Found at Georgetown and 
at Bunker Hill. 
Eatonia goodland67l1liB n. Bp. 
PI. VIII, fip. 10.;12. 
Shell subcircular, hinge line straight, equal to two-thirds the 
grea!Jst width of the shell. Brachial valve ventricose, the gibbous 
umbone <extending over the hinge line, while the beak is incurved 
closely against that of the pedicel valve. An indistinct fold is 
developed near the front. Pedicel valve moderately convex in 
the umbonal region, from which the slope to the margin is quite 
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regular. A deep, rounded sinus toward the front deflects a tongue-, 

like projection of the valve into the front of the opposite valve 

. nearly ~t right angles to the plane of the margin~ A weak pli­

cation marks the bottom of the sinus; beak closely incurved 

against the beak of the bra<iliial valve. Surface smooth except 

. for the plication in the sinus and occasional lines of growth . 
• I The species is known from a' single specimen from a quarry 
one mile northwest of Goodland. 
Atrypa calvini Nettleroth. 
PI.'VIII, figl.llHIl. 
Shell !IDlall, brachial valve more convex than' the other. In 
young specimens brachial valve is nearly flat. Ventral valve 
sloping gently from the convex umbonal region toward the lateral 
margina, near which it is abruptly deflected downwards, forming 
a concave zone inside the margin; beak prominent, pointed and 
slightly incurved. Sinus most prominent at the front, where its 
,junction with the fold forms a high U-shaped loop. Two or 
three plications usually occupy the sinus. Dorsal valve with well 
developed fold toward the front usually bearing two plioations; 
fold scarcely elevated above the adjacent parts of the shell. The 
plications of the fold are sometimes depressed below the general 
surface in the posterior portion of the shell, giving the appear­
ance of a sinus. Surface of ~e shell marked by 15 to 20 strong, 
rounded plications, which increase by bifurcation and interstitial 
addition. No other surface markings visible. 
This species is placed by Schuchert as a synonym of A.. rugosa 
(Hall), but the specimens though showing thenner growth lines 
afford no trace of the strong, elevated lamellre characterizing that 
species. 
,This is one of the most abundant and generally distributed 
species in the N-iagara of Northern Indiana, occurring at George­
town, Delphi, Logansport, P~ndleton, and other localities. 
Atrypa Td,icula.ri8 LinnalUS. 
Pl. VIII,lIrl. 16-18. 
Shell subcircular in outline. Valves moderately convex to 
gibbous; usually the two valV'{ls are about equally convex, but 
the brachial valve is sometimes much more convex than the pad­
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. ice! valve. Pedicel valve frequently with a faintly defined sinus· 
at the front; brachial valve sloping regularly to the front and 
sides. Surface marked with thirty-five to :fifty fine, ,radiating 
plications which bifurcate freely in the posterior half of the 
shell. The largest specimen seen measures in length 20 mm., 
in width 19 mm .. .An avera~ specimen has a length of 16 mm., 
width, 16 mm.,and thickness, 11 mm. The most striking differ­
ence between the Niagara phase of this species and the form occur­
ring in the Devonian limestones of Indiana is in the size, the latter 
being three or four times the size of the former; in the Devonian 
form, also, the brachial valve is usually much the more convex in 
contrast with the nearly equal convexity of the valves in the forms 
here described. The species is common at some localities. It oc­
curs at Wabash (4A), and at Little Deer Creek, Carroll County. 
Spirif(fr foggi N ettleroth. 
Pl. VIII. fig •• 21, 25. 
Outline of the shell as shown in the figure; ventral valve more 

convex than the pedicel ~ umbonal region gibbous, beak incurved. 

Fold and sinus prominent, with four to six, low, rounded plica­

tions on each side; entire surface covered with fina, thread-like 

strire which dichotomize toward the front. 

The largest specimen in the collection has the following dimen­

sions: Width, 19 mm; length, 20mm; thickness, 13t mm. 

This species as suggested by N ettleroth is very closely allied to 
Spirifer radiatus,and it is doubtful whether it should be regarded 
as anything mo~ thap. a variety of that species approaching the 
Sp. niagarensis type. . 
Known only from Georgetown, where four specimens were se­
cured. 
Spinfer nobilu Barrande. 
IPI. IX figs. Hi. 
1Shell transversely elliptical" valves moderately convex, car­
dinal extremities rounded; prominent fold and sinus, the former 
broad and simple, the latter without plications in the materiai ex­
amined. There are from four to eigh1i strong, dichotomizing pli­
cations on each side of the fold and sinus. Entir~ f3urface covered 
.by disti.nct, fine, radiating strire. 
I 
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The bifurcatipg and mU!=lh stronger plications distinguish this 
form from Sp. niagarensis. 
This is not a comIhon species; from one to three specimens rep­
resent it in the collection from each of thQ following localities. 
Pendleton, Connor's Mill (Hamilton County), and Georgetown. 
Spirif(!JY' radiatus Sowerby. 
PI; VIII. figs. 19-23. 
Shell rather large, rotund or robust; cardinal extremities 
rOlmded. Beak of the ventral valve incurved over the area,,,sipus 
broad and shallow; surface of the shell everywhere covered by fine, 
radiating strire. 
Two sp~cimens of this shell from Georgetown show no trace of 
radiating plications, agreeing in this respect with the species as it 
occurs in the Waldron shale; all of the other specimens are 
marked by very low, rounded, radiating folds, of which there are \ 
four or five on each side of the fold and sinus. The latter type 
in some individuals approaches Sp. niagarensis closely in appear­
ance. 
The species is rather rare, occurring at . Georgetown, Wabash, 
Connor's Mill (Hamilton County), and at Pendleton. 
Spinier (Reticularia) crispus var. simplex Hall. 
PI. VIII, figs. 26, 27,28. 
Shell small, gibbous; ventral valve much more convex than the 
dorsal. There are two or three rounded plications on.each side of 
the fold and sinus, the outer ones not reacping.to the beaks; plica­
tions are crossed by fine lamellose, concentric strire which have, 
fringing their margins, numerous very fine setal; the latter char­
acters are very wElll preserved in the ·natural moulds. Specimens 
from Waldron show them well developed. Ventral valve with 
thin, low, median septum extending about one-third the distance 
to the front. A thin dental plate, half the length .of the septum 
lies on each side of it. 
Comparatively rare, occurring at Georgetown, Pendleton, Little 
Deer Creek (Carroll County), and at Connor's "Mill (Hamilton 
County). 
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Rttieularia proxima n. sp. 
Pl. IX, figs, 6-8. 
Shell transversely subovate; area short and low, partly con-
cealed by the closely approximate beaks. Pedicel valve more con-
vex than the brachial, marked by a distinct subangular sinus 
extending from beak to front. Brachial valve moderately convex 
in the posterior hal£. Slope very gentle to the front, \Jut more 
abrupt to the hinge line. A mesial fold limited by a narrow but 
distinct depression extends from the umbone to the front; the fold 
is not elevated above the adjacent portion of the shell. Entire sur-
face of shell marked by strong concentric lamell::e. 
This species may be distinguished from R. bicostata petilla 
(Hall) by the lower area, and the absence of lateral plications or 
folds. 
Rare. Represented.by one specimen from Fishersburg, Ham-
ilton County. 
Retieularia sp. 
Pl. IX, fig, 9. 
Two imperfect pedicel valves from Pendleton show the follow-
ing characters: Strongly convex, sloping regularly to the front 
and sides; a very shallow sinus extends from the beak to the front; 
and. a low, median septum extends about one third that distance; 
shorter dental plates on either side of the septum. Surface marked 
by fimbriate, concentric strire; no plications or folds. The surface 
markings resemble those of Spirifer crispus as figured by ClarkA 
and Ruedeman, Pl. IV,.Memoir V, N. Y. State Mus. 
Pendleton. 
Cyrtia myrtia Billings. 
Pl. IX, figs. 10-12. 
·Shell pyramidal from front view; brachial valve semi-elliptical 
in outline. Pedicel valve with greatly elevated, slightly concave, 
triangular area, the beak inclined slightly backward over it. Sur-
face sloping at an acute ang_le from the beak to the margin of the 
shell. A prominent rounded sinus extends from the beak to the 
front of the valve. Brachial valve gently and regularly convex. 
A low, rounded indistinct . fold extends across the middle of the 
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valve. Surface of both valves covered with fine radiating strire, 
of which there are eight or ten in the space of 1 mm. 
Rare. Only two specimens seen, Georgetown and Delphi. 
Whitfieldella nitida Hall. 
Pl. IX, figs. 13, 14. 
Shell small; valves strongly and nearly equally convex; beak of 
pedicel valve acute and incurved. Surface smooth except for lines 
of growth. Front straight, slightly emarginate or rounded; 
faint sinus is present in emarginate specimens at the front of both 
valves. 
Rare. Represented by five specimens from Georgetown and 
from Helm's Mill, Hamilton County. 
Nucleospira pisiformis Hall. 
PI~ VIII, fig. 29. 
The species is represented by poorlv preserved casts showing the 
shallow sinus in each valve and the impressions of the low median 
septum of the pedicel valve extending nearly the entire length of 
the valve. Hall's description of the species as it occurs at Waldron 
is as follows : 
"Shell lenticular, globose; valves nearly equal, each valve with 
a depression down the center. Ventral valve somewhat more con-
vex, with the beak more elevated than in the dorsal valve. Area 
narrow, small, scarcely extending beyond the width of. the beaks 
at their base. Surface rn'arked by fine concentric strire usually 
obscured by the .covering of minute hair-like spines, which, when 
removed, leave a punctate surface." 
Rare. Pendleton, and at Connor's Mill, Hamilton County. 
Anoplotheea eongregata n. sp. 
Pl. IX, figs. 18-20. 
Shell small, subcircular and plano-convex. Pedicel valve very 
convex, beak incurved and extending slightly beyond the brachial 
valve. Two strong plications with a third intermediate somewhat 
weaker one form a prominent median fold, extending from beak 
to front. Three or four plications appear on each side of the fold. 
Interior of pedicel valve with transverse tooth on each side an-
terior to the area. A strong median septum extends one half to 
three quarters the distance to the front. Sides of brachial valve 
flat, with deep median sinus widening from the beak to the front. 
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From one to three indistinct plications occupy the sinus; surface 
on either side marked by three or four plications. 
This species is abundant at one point in Logansport. The only 
species observed associated with it is a Chonetes. . The species ap-
parently does not belong to the Niagara fauna and is probobly a 
representative of the "Waterlime" fauna. 
Merutina maria Hall. 
Pl. IX, figs. 29-32. 
Shell large, outline as shown in figure. Valves about equally 
convex. Pedicel valve with incurved beak, gibbous in the umbonal 
region, becoming deeply sinuate toward the front and deflected 
upward in a linuiform extensimr. Interior of the valve with 'l 
deep, triangular-shaped muscular impression. Brachial valve con-
vex in the umbonal region, sloping abruptly to the cardinal and 
lateral margins of'the shell. A subangular or rounded ridge ex-
tends from the umbo t~ the front. Interior with a low septum 
extending one-third the distance from the beak to the front. Sur-
face apparently smooth. 
Common, occurring at Fishersburg, Georgetown, Pendleton and 
Connor's Mill, Hamilton County. 
Meristina reetiroatris Hall. 
, Pl. IX, figs. 21-~4. 
Shell broadly ovate, margin nearly straight from the beaks one-
third the distance to the front; thence regularly rounded to the 
front. Valves about equally convex. Pedicel valve sloping regularly 
to the sides from a median line of maximum elevation. Beak 
acute, nearly straight, and projecting beyond the opposite valve; 
area triangular. Brachial valve regularly convex; beak small and 
closely incurved. No surface markings preserved. 
Rare. Known only from Little Deer Creek, Carroll County. 
Maristina ej. princeps Hall. 
Pl. IX, fig. 25. 
A single brachial valve has been seen which probably belongR 
to this species. It differs from M. maria in having the surfa,;e 
marked with distinct radiating strire toward the :front and lateral 
margin. 
Rare. Georgetown. 
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PELECYPOD A.* 
Tell-inomya cf. nasuta Hall. 
Pl. X, fig.l. 
A single specimen found east of Kentland has the following 
characters : 
Shell transverse, length twice the height. Beak a little anterior 
to the center. Upper margin extending forward in a direction 
parallel to the .transverse axis, thence continuing in a broad curve 
extending downward to a point in front of the middle of the ven-
tral margin; thence deflecting upward in a broad, shallow, unde-
fined sinus. Posterior end hal£ the height of the anterior end, 
sharply rounded, nasute; superior margin straight or barely arcu-
ate to the umbo, deflected a little upward. The beaks are broadly 
obtuse, incurved, slightly directed forward, and extending very lit-
tle beyond the hinge. The most convex portion o£ the shell is just 
back of the anterior muscular scar. In front of the posterior scar 
is a somewhat flattened shelf or platform. The pallial line· is fim-
briate, entire, and does not·partake of even the very shallow sinus 
of the ventral margin. The muscular scars are large, deeply im-
pressed in the shell, with a distinctly elevated rim except at the 
distal ends, and with their major axes in the respective lines run-
ning from the middle of the beak to the center of the anterior 
margin, and from the beak to the posterior margin. The anterior 
muscular scar is se¥en-eighths as high as long, close to the supe- ' 
rior margin, and two-fifths in length the distance from the beak 
to the middle of the· anterior margin. Posterior scar in similar 
relative position, but narrower, with the length :more than twice the 
height and equal to two-fifths. the distance from the beak to the 
middle of the posterior margin. The anterior and posterior limits 
of the .muscular scars undefined. Each of the scars is a little 
nearer the anterior or posterior margin respectively than to the 
beak. There are no umbonal scars, nor accessory retractile scars, 
1nor can the dentition be seen. This shell evidently belongs to the 
typical group of Tellinomya as represented by the T. nasuta from 
the Trenton limestone. A shell very similar in outline, the 
N ucula hanoverensis of Kindle is found in the Devonian lime-
•For references to the original descriptions of the species of thh and succeeding groups, 
see Miller's North American Geolor7 and Paleontology. 
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stones, but the -latter represents a species which generically is very 
distinct. About the only difference which can be detected between 
our species and T. nasuta as found in the Trenton of Wisconsin is 
that in the.former the posterior end is just perceptibly narrower 
than in the Wisconsin forms. 
The single specimen described ~bove is a left valve and its cast 
from Kentland (lCl). The inside surface of the shell is smooth 
as is. also the cast. The height of the ~hell at the posterior end ')f 
the anterior scar is 23 mm. The transverse axis passing just below 
the scars is 49 mm., and the valve is about 4 mn;. thick. 
Whitella (?) siluriana n. sp. 
Pl. X, fig. 15. 
Shell small, quadrate, rhomboid, length and height about equal. 
Hinge line straight, three-fourths the length of the shell, and form-
ing at an angle of about 130 degrees with the upper part of the 
posterior margin. The last named is arcuate to the gonial angle 
which is broadly rounded. Basal margin straight or nearly so; 
abruptly curved at a right angle i:nto the short vertical anterior 
margin. Beaks consisting only of the upper end of the goni<ll 
ridge, incurved, protruding, depressed to the plane of the margin. 
Gonial ridge very prominent, hardly arcuate, becoming. less well 
defined posteriorly. Point of greatest convexity of the shell on 
the ridge, just above the middle. Cast smooth. 
Only a single right valve which is the type of the species is 
known. Length, 6! mm., height, 5! mm., thickness, 2! mm. It 
is referred to Whitella with some hesitancy. There is a striated 
external ligament, and a very pronounced linear posterior eleva-
tion which seems to be a well developed tooth rather than the plat-
form of an internal ligament as Ulrich considers a somewhat 
similar feature in Ordovician typical forms of the genus. The 
form is somewhat like Hall's Oypricardites (?) quadril(lttera, but 
our species is higher, with the superior and ventr~l sides parallel, 
and has a rather different hinge structure. There is some resem-
blance to W truncata (Ulrich) but that is a much more gibbous 
shell. 
One specimen, Wabash. 
' 
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(Jypricardinia sp. 
Pl. X, fig. 14. 
A single external mould of a left valve from Pendleton has the 
following characters : 
Shell small, rhomboidal; anteri~r end small, ventral margin 
formed by two subequal, slightly arcuate lines extending from 
the antero-ventral and postero-ventral margins and meeting in a 
broad angle; posterior margin, abruptly truncated, forming an 
angle of 135 degr~es with the hinge. There is a slight retral curve 
to the posterior margin which produces an alation and gives the 
shell an aviculoid app.earance. Hinge line unknown but appar-
ently straight. The markings consist of concentric folds which 
have a slight but very distinct sinus at the anterior fifth and 
another sinus corresponding to the alation of the posterior margin. 
The folds are small and at the anterior portion of the shell are 
close together; but from just back of the sinus to the gonial ridge 
these folds are very strong, beco~ing obsolescent on the posterior 
slope. There are faint traces of fine concentric strire. 
This shell has the outline of the Clidophorus ( ?) me. chesney-
anus of Winchell and Marcy, which is now considered a Colpomya 
but which Miller believed to have been identical with the M odio-
lopsis reqtus of,Hall. The first named species differs from that 
described above in the absence of the strong folds and also of the 
posterior alation: 
Our specimen from Pendleton has a length of 15 mm., 'and 
height of 8 mm. 
Pterinea sp. undet. 
Pl. X, fig. 8. 
In the- subcentral position uf the beaks there is a resemblance to 
the Pterinea curiosa of Billings. The beak of the left valve of the 
Indiana species is not protruded beyond the hinge line, nor is it 
elevated. The casts are smooth with no markings whatever. 
Of the two specimens found, the larger which is figured is fro~ 
Delphi (2/A1), and the smaller one from Wabash (4/A2). 
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Ampkiooelia negleetu McChesney. 
. PI. X, fig. 10. 
A large left valve belonging to this species shows the following 
characters: 
Shell large, gibbous; approximate length, 12 mID.? height 56 
mID., thickness 18 ,mm. Beaks anterior, ventricose, incurved, 
pointed forward. Most convex point on the shell at upper and 
anterior third. . Cast marked by fine strire, of which there are 
twenty in 16 mm., at a distance of 50 mm. below the beak. These 
strire are very low on the cast, though distinctly visible; more 
prominent in front. Towards the umbones and posteriorly, they 
become obsolescent, while below the hinge the cast is smooth. The 
hinge line is nearly equal to the length of the shell. 
One specimen, Wabash. 
Paleopinna 81'. undet. 
PI. x, fig. 13. 
A fragment from Wabash (4jA2), is figured on PI. X, Fig. 13. 
The hinge line is long and straight. . The beak is anteriot. The 
unibonal region is gibbous with an undefined post cardinal cinc­
ture or sinus. Shell thin, covered with radiate strire and con­
centric growth lines. The latter are sharply elevated and are 
stronger than the radial strire, which increase by impiantation. 
Conoooidium multistriatum n. IIp 
PI. X, fig. 4. 
Shell smaller than O. oweni,J ,the only specimen found having 
an approximate height of 8 mm., length 9 mm. and thickness 
6 mm. The anterior truncation is obsolescent, being represented 
merely by a slight deflection of the surface and the cessation of 
the surface markings. The latter consist of about twenty-seven 
fine atrire which are flat-topped in the casts but angular on the 
surface. The interspaces in the casts are fine impressed lines. 
The posterior strillttion is greatly enlarged and serves to demarcate 
the posterior portion of the -shell which forms an angle of about 50 
degrees. This posterior portion is covered by about eleven strire or . 
plications, which. are very faint near the strong rib, but increase 
quite rapidly in size and strength as the posterior tupe is ap­
nroached. 
--- ----.-------~~---.~-----------------------...... 
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The concentric markings consist or very fine, close-set :rugose 
strire, which are most prominent on the umbones and on the pos­
terior portion of the shell. There are also two or thr~e secular 
growth lines. 
This species may be recognized by the fine surrace markings. 
The single specimen described above was round at Georgetown. 
Conocardium oweni n. :p. 
Pl. X, Ilgs. 2, 3. 
Shell small, gibbous, the type specimen being 11 mm. long, 8 
rom. high, and 61 mm. thick. Anterior end abruptly truncated. 
Anterior margin beginning a little below the front_ end of the hinge 
line, and at an angle of about 100 degr~es thereto, extending in a 
very slightly concave line to the base of the truncation which is the 
most anterior point in the shell. From this point, the ventrl:l.l 
mal'gin rounds strongly to near the middle, where it is gradually 
deflected in a broad curve up to the posterior opening. Hinge 
line straight. Beaks prominent, extending little beyond the hinge, . 
and directed slightly backward. Greatest convexity ·of the shell 
one-third the distance from the beak to the base, and just beh.ind 
the truncation. The front of the shell down to the top of the 
anterior edge is drawn out into an apparently broad but very short 
tube or opening. 
The surface is marked by radiating, narrow. plications crossed . 
by lines of growth which become lamellose on the post-cardinal 
slope. There are two or three rounded plicatiolls on tJ:w trmicate 
end near the upper edge, but these become obsolescent toward the 
umbones and toward the front, so that the base of the foward one 
is at the middle of the anterior edge. The interspaces are indis­
tinct and are crossed by very faint lines of growth which become 
stronger near the anterior tube. From the edge of the truncation 
to the posterior tube, the surface is covered by about 18 low, 
rounded plications. These are most sharply defined on the more 
convex portions of the shell,where they are nearly flat-topped and 
with smooth intersoaces about equal 'in width t~, or perhaps a trifle 
wider than, the plications. Posteriorly the plications are a little 
sharper, but the interspaces and the plications too, are rather le8s 
developed than in front. Simultaneously with the obsole~ence (\f 
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the interspaces, the growth lines begin to develop quit~ strongly. 

These are hardly perceptible on the convex portion of the shell, 

but beginning at the post-cardinal slope they become lamellose so 

that at the base of the posterior tube, they are nearly as strong as 

the radiate markings. These lamellre when well preserved. cross 

, the ridges of· the' plications and produce a minutely crenulated 

effect, but usually they are preserved only in the interspaces, where 

they show a rather cancellate structure. The surface of the poste­

rior tube is smooth except for faint growth lines. No secular 

growth lines have been observed. 
This species is very closely allied to and perhaps identical with 
the Pleurorhynchus an#qua of D. D. Owen (Rep. Geol. Recon-' 
naissance of Wis., M'innesota and Iowa, 1852, PI. 211, Fig. 19). 
Owen's species is very poorly figured, not at all described, and 
even the locality at which it was found is omitted. Poor as his 
figure is, there is, however, ·a rather close resemblance to our 
species.· There is also a close resemblance to O. niagarense of. 
Winchell and Marcy; but the lamellose lines of growth character­
izing our species are not recognized in 0. niagarensis, nor does the 
figure of the Ohicago species (hoI' the description) show the ante­
rior end partially plicate as is the case in our species. 
The type specimen and another fragment were found at Little 
Deer Oreek, while a third fragment of a specimen similar to the 
above was observed from Oonnor's Mill, Hamilton Oounty. The 
last named m~st have been at least 15 mm. long when entire. 
PI. X, fig. 9. 
Shell mytiloid, height about one and a half times the width. 
Greatest width two-fifths the distance from the base up. Anterior 
margin approximately straight, rounding off basally and poste­
riorly. Beaks gibbous, acuminate, protruding beyond the hinge, 
not twisted nor laterally bent. The point of greatest convexity is 
in the anterior portion and one-third the height from the umbones. 
Anterior slope perpendicular to the plane of the margin. Posterior 
slope vElry steep· at the umbones, but becoming less so' at the base. 
Muscular scar (n ventro-posterior. Ligamental area with one or 
two striations posteriorly. 
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This species is much. wider than M y,tilarca acutirostra Hall's 
sp.· The beak is more acuminate than in his Ambonychiaaphea, 
and is not twisted as it is in that species. From 'the Mytilarca 
sigilla (which is probably an Ambonychia) our species diffel's in 
the absence of the posterior alation. 
A single left valve was found at Georgetown (3/Al). It has 
the following dimensions: . Height, 32 mm.; width, 22 mm.; 
thickness, 8 mm. 
Strtptomytilus n. g. 
Shells mytiloid, erect, beaks twisted toward the front, acumi- , 
nate, protruding beyond the hinge line. Surface markings con­
centric growth lines. Hinge furnished with a posterior ligamenta.l 
groove. There is an internal linear platform or septum as 'in 
M ytilus edulis to which the ligament is attached. This platform 
is present as a groove in the cast. There are no teeth nor are there 
any ligamental striations. Type, S. wabashensis.n. sp. 
Ambonychia aphea (Hall) and the Mytilarca eduliformis (Con­
rad) and of Clarke and E,uedeman should also be included in this 
~nus. 
Strtptomytilus wabashensi8 n. lIP. 
PI. X, figs. 11. 12. 
Shell small mytiliform, erect, height less than one and a half 
times the width. Anterior margin straight from the hinge half 
way to the base, thence. curving in an arc of 240 degrees to 
half way up the posterior side, and continuing in an arcuate line \ 
to 'the umbonal hinge, which is rather obtusely rounded. . Beaks 
terminal, gibbous, .twisted to the front, protruding beyond the 
hinge lines, and depressed to its plane .. Greatest convexity of the 
shell one-t~ird the distance from tip of beak to the base. Anterior 
. and posterior slopes about equal. Shell thin. Surface markings 
faint, concentric growth lines. 
Only a left valve of this species is known. It was found at 
Wabash, and has a height of 13 mm., width 9i rom., thickness :3 
mm. It is, however, so distinct as to' fully warrant its generic 
separation from the known forms of lamellibranchs. It differs 
from Plethomytilus,\ its nearest Paleozoic ally in the absence of a 
P A L E O N T O L O G Y  O F  N I A G A R A  O F  N O R T H E R N  I N D I A N A .  4 5 3  
s t r a i g h t  h i n g e  l i n e ,  o f  l a t e r a l  t e e t h ,  a n d  o f  t h e  s t r i a t i o n s  o n  t h e  
l i g a m e n t a l  g r o o v e .  : F r o m  t h e  r e c e n t  f o r m s  o f  M y t i l u s ,  i t  m a y  h e  
d i s t i n g u i s h e d  b y  i t s  m o r e  p r o t r u d i n g  a n d  t w i s t e d  u m b o n e s .  
A n o d o n t o p s i s  w a b a s h e n s i s  n .  s p .  
P l .  X ,  f i g s .  5 - 7 .  
S h e l l  s m a l l  t o  m e d i u m  s i z e d ,  r h o m b o i d a l  t o  t r a p e z o i d a l  i n  o u t -
l i n e ;  l e n g t h  t w i c e  t h e  t h i c k n e s s  a n d  o n e - f o u r t h  g r e a t e r  t h a n  t h e  
h e i g h t .  M a r g i n  r a p i d l y  r o u n d e d  i n  f r o n t ,  b r o a d l y  r o u n d e d  v e n t -
r a l l y  t o  t h e  p o s t e r i o r  t w o - t h i r d s ;  t h e n c e  c u r v i n g  u p w a r d  t o  t h e  
postero-ventra~ a n g l e ,  w h e r e  t h e r e  i s  a  m o r e  o r  l e s s  a b r u p t  a n d  
o b l i q u e  t r u n c a t i o n  a t  a n  a n g l e  o f  a b o u t  1 2 0  d e g r e e s  t o  t h e  h i n g e .  
T h e  l a s t  n a m e d  i s  s t r a i g h t  a n d  h a l f  t h e  l e n g t h  o f  t h e  s h e l l .  B e a k s  
i n  t h e  a n t e r i o r  s i x t h ,  q u i t e  p r o m i n e n t ,  p o i n t e d  f o r w a r d ,  a n d  e x -
t e n d i n g  v e r y  l i t t l e  b e y o n d  t h e  h i n g e  l i n e .  P o i n t  o f  g r e a t e s t  c O J l -
v e x i t y  p o s t e r i o r  a n d  s u p e r i o r  t o  t h e  c e n t e r .  P o s t  c a r d i n a l  s l o p e  
s t e e p  a n d  s l i g h t l y  c o n c a v e .  S u r f a c e  m a r k i n g s  f a i n t  c o n c e n t r i c  
g r o w t h  l i n e s .  T h e  h i n g e  c h a r a c t e r s  a r e  p r e s e r v e d  i n  o n l y  o n e  
l a r g e  s p e c i m e n  w h i c h  s h o w s  fai~ly l o n g ,  l i n e a r  t o o t h .  A n t e r i o r  
p o r t i o n  o f  t h e  h i n g e  u n k n o w n .  
T h e  t y p e  s p e c i m e n  i s  2 0  m m .  l o n g ,  1 6  m m .  h i g h ,  a n d  h a s  a  
t h i c k n e s s  o f  5  m m .  ( o n e  v a l v e ) .  
T h e  s p e c i e s  m a y  b e  re~gnized b y  t h e  s h o r t  h i n g e  l i n e  a n d  c h a r -
a c t e r  o f  t h e  s u r f a c e  m a r k i n g s .  
S i x  v a l v e s  o f  t h i s  s p e c i e s  a l l  o f  n e a r l y  t h e  s a m e  s i z e  w e r e  f o u n d  
a t  W a b a s h  (  4 /  A 2  a n d  4 /  A 4 )  i n  a  f e w  h o u r s '  c o l l e c t i n g .  
G A S T E R O P O D A .  
P l a t y c e r a s  ( D i a p h o r o s t o m a )  c o r n u t u m  R i s i n g e r .  
P l .  X I I I ,  f i g s .  9 - 1 6 .  .  
I n  t h e  d o l o m i t i c  l i m e s t o n e s  o f  n o r t h e r n  I n d i a n a  s e v e r a l  l o c a l -
i t i e s  h a v e  s h o w n  t h e  p r e s e n c e  o f  t h i s  s p e c i e s .  T h e  s p e c i m e n s  f r o m  
L i t t l e  D e e r  C r e e k ,  P e n d l e t o n ,  G e o r g e t o w n ,  a n d  W a b a s h  b e a r  b u t  
l i t t l e  r e s e m b l a n c e  t o  t h e  s p i r e - h e a r i n g  f o r m s  f r o m  · w a l d r o n ,  b u t  
s h o w  a  g r e a t  a f f i n i t y  t o  R o e m e r ' s  T e n n e s s e e  s p e c i m e n s ,  a n d ·  e s -
p e c i a l l y  t o  t h a t  p h a s e  o f  t h e  s p e c i e s  d e s c r i b e d  f r o m  C h i c a g o  b y  
W i n c h e l l  a n d  M a r c y  a s  P l a t y c e r a s · c a m p a n u l a t u m .  
T h e  s p i r e  i s  d e p r e s s e d ,  w i t h  t h e  a p e x  m o r e  o r  l e s s  b e l o w  t h e  
p l a n e  o f  t h e  u p p e r  s i d e  o f  t h e  b o d y  w h o r l .  T h e  i n i t i a l  o n e  o r  t w o  
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volutions are minute, but there is a sudden expansion and increase 
in the size of the body whorl. The body whorl is partially free. 
The aperture, where preserved, is flaring and the peristonie is re-
:flexed like the end of 'a trumpet. The surface markings are usually 
almost imperceptible lines of growth. A large Georgetown speci-
men shows about fifteen fine, revolving lines on the volution next 
to the body whorl, while the latter exhibits only very lamellose 
ridges of growth increasing in number as the peristome is ap-
proached. 
At Connor's Mill, Hamilton County, from the dolomitic lime-
stones of which place more specimens of the species have been ob-
tained than from anywhere else in norther-n Indiana, there is in 
the general aspect great difference from the forms described above. 
All the seven specimens obtained from here show a remarkable uni-
formity of characteristics. The spire is elevated, consisting of 
three regularly-rounded and contiguous whorls, increasing gradu-
ally in size from the apex to the mouth. The length of the spire is 
two-thirds the greatest width of the body whorl. The surface is 
marked by nine or ten low, rounded, revolving bands which disap-
pear on the upper side near the suture and are crossed by almost 
imperceptible lines of growth. The apertural characters are un-
known, but the peristome was evidently not re:flexed. It is possible 
that the remarkable uniformity of the Connor's Mill mate:..-ial, and 
it~ persistent differences from the forms of Platyceras cornutum 
occurring in the surrounding portions . of northern· Indiana, may 
be sufficient cause for the separation of the former specimens from 
that species. 
The forms referred to this species have a world-wide distribu-
tion, occurring in Bohemia, the Hartz, France, England, Wales, 
Scotland, Ireland, Canada, and the United r:)tates. In England 
the species has also a great vertical distribution; but on this con-
tinent, where it has been recorded from New York, Canada West, 
Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Ken-
tucky, and Tennessee, it is confin!Jd to the beds of the Niagara 
Group (including the Guelph dolomites). The species occurs in 
great abundance in the Rochester shale of New York, and at Wal-
dron, Indiana. 
Known from Carroll County, Pendleton, Connor's Mill, and 
Georgetown. 
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Bucania sp. undet. 
Pl. XI, fig. 3. 
A fragment of a Buchania similar to those figured in Vol. II, 
Pal. N. Y., Pl. 76, Figs. 5, 6, was found at Georgetown. 
Pleurotomaria' (1) idia Hall. 
Pl. XII, fig. 6. 
Spire depressed convex. Width of the shell two or more times 
the greatest height. Volutions three or four, very 'gradually in-
creasing in size; not marked in the casts by any peripheral band 
or keels. Umbilicus broad and open. 
A large cast referred to·this species has a height of 45 mm., and 
width of 21 mm., and there are apparently only three or three and 
a half whorls. In all other respects it is like the typical forms 
described from Racine, Wisconsin. 
Rare. Huntington. 
Plturotomaria laphami Whitfield. 
Pl. XI, fig. 4 . 
. Spire conical, moderately elevated, apical angle aJxmt ninety 
degrees or less. Volutions three to three and one-half, subtrian-
gular, flattened exteriorly in the direction of the apical angle, sub-
angular in the periphery and rounded below; suture distinct in 
cast, indistinct on surface of shell ; umbilicus large. Surface of 
shell smooth or marked only by strire of growth. 
The above description is drawn mainly from Whitfield. The 
species is occasionally seen in the form of casts at Delphi. 
Pleurotomaria hoyi Hall. 
20th Rep. N.Y. State Cab. Nat. Hist.,l867, p. 364, pl. 15, fir.lO. 
"Shell broadly depressed-conical. The spire moderately ele-
vated, consisting of about four volutions, which are gradually en- c 
larged from the apex, the last one being slightly ventricose toward 
the aperture. Volb.tions flattened on the upper side, and the entire 
height of each one showing above the other; periphery somewhat 
flattened, with a depressed band truncating the upper angle. 
Lower side of volutions flattened, except the outer half of the ladt 
one, which is rounded toward the aperture and abruptly descend-
ing into the wide umbilicus. 
l{EJ'CHT OF tlTATE GEOLOGltlT. 
"Surface finely striated on the lower side of the volution, with 
a deep retral curve -on the band, where the strire are somewhat 
fasciculate. The periphery of the cast is sometimes marked by 
three or four strong, but obscure strire below mid parallel to the 
revdving band." 
The above description by Hall is based upon much better ma-
terial than the collection at hand affords. 
This species is represented by casts from Delphi. 
Plettrotomaria pauper Hall. 
_ Pl. XII, figs. 5, 6. 
"Shell small, depressed conical, the apical angle being about 
seventy or seventy-five degrees; volutions _three or four rounded 
and somewhat rapidly increasing in size from the apex; the a per~ 
ture has been a little longer than wide. The specimens occur in 
the condition of casts, which preserve the evidence of a spiral band 
a little above the middle of the volution, and between this and the 
suture line there is a slightly elevated line or carina. 
"The surface of shell is unkiwwn." 
The above is the original description of the species (20th Rep. 
N. Y. State Mus., p. 343). 
Casts and moulds of thi~ species occur in the quarries at Hunt-
ington. 
Plettrotomaria ~p. ttndet. 
A single quite remarkable fragment belonging to a probably un-
described group of the Pleurotornarias has the following characters 
(only the body whorl is preserved) : 
Width of body 35 mm., height 18 mm. Whorls subcircular in 
section, columella solid, narrow; umbilicus quite wide but shallow. 
Slit-band prominent, vertical, elevated at the periphery, slightly 
concave. About midway between the band and the suture there is 
a strong raised line, which is one-third as wide as the slit-band. 
Between this line and the suture the surface is marked by strong, 
rounded, transverse undulations. From the line to the slit-band, 
the surface is smooth except for faint traces near the line of the 
undulations. The surface markings are faint lines of growth 
which follow the undulations. Above the slit-band, where the un-
dulations die out, the striro swing back at an angle of between forty 
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and sixty degrees. There are apparently no other revolving mark~ 
ings. In the markings above the slit~band, this species is remark~ 
ably 5imilar to the Pleur. dolium o£ Lindstrom, but is decidedly 
distinct in all other re~pects. . There is also a resemblance in the 
presence o£ a sort o£ revolving line between the band and the 
suture to some o£ the forms referred by Clarke and Ruedeman 
to Lophospira. 
One specimen. Old Deer Creek channel (2A3), Delphi. 
Pleur:otomaria (?) axion Hall. 
, Pl. XII, fig. 4. 
Shell subconical, volutions about £our, contiguous, the upper , 
ones increasing gradually in size; the body whorl is greatly en-
larged. Suture nearly transverse, deeply impressed with more 
than hal£ the preceding volution* exposed above it. Whorls 
rounded to ventricose, nowhere flattened nor sharply angular. 
Mouth very large, about hal£ the length o£ the shell. Inner lfp 
long, di'rectly anteriorly, slightiy recurved. Slit~band at the 
middle o£ the body whorl, but in the upper whorls a little more 
than its width above the suture. In the Bridgeport, Ill., speci-
mens, there are, according to Hall, "strong revolving strire which 
are crossed by concentric strire o£ less strength giving a cancellated 
structure." The aperture is not preserved in the Illinois speci-
mens so that its description is drawn £rom the Huntington speci-
men. This is an external mould which, with the exception o£ the 
faintly-preserved carina, shows no surface markings.. Its height is 
48 mm., width, 28 mm. 
There is a rather close resemblance to the variable European 
Pl. Zloydii, but the inner lip o£ the Americlln species is Pl~wb 
longer and recnrved. ** In our £orm lllso, it c:mnot bo r1r>ter''' :neo 
whether this remuved cylindrical lip is hollow (a Cllmd), or sn1id. 
Rare. Huntington. 
Shell snbcnnic::Jl, 
£our in number. 
Plenrntrm111ri ' elnroidm. n. sp. 
PI. X TII, fip:s, 1, 2. 
medium sizerl. \'i''hn~ls ""1lt:o .. , .. ·. ··h 
Sutnres nd deep1y i"''11"'~oe·l ~,...,1 ' fl '"),·-' -~ . -
''Exclu•h·c of the prolongation of the ;nner lip. 
*':<The dir~ction of thi11 h•ecurvnture" i!'l the opprlsite to th:l.t ordinarily met wi h; that 
is, the inner lip is c 10 a\·e in a vie~v int 1 the aperture. 
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transverse. Whorls depressed above, broadly rounding off 
down to the peripheral band; outline slightly concave just 
above the ·concave ( ?) slit-band. The lower border of the 
slit-band is developed into a rim or flange, the inner edge of 
which forms the suture. Surface or character of the volution below 
the slit-band unknown. The markings consist of strong lines of 
growth and revolving lines. The former begin quite transversely 
from the suture, but after extending in this direction two-fifths the 
distance to the keel, they swing back 'in a broad curve, become • 
almost parallel to the slit-band for a short distance and. just above 
it, and then develop slight lunulre on the band. By the unequal 
crowding of these lines of growth, the surface is thrown into very 
low, indistinct folds. The revolving lines are very fine, and 
nearly a millimeter apart. 
Known from a single specimen which has a width of 50 mm.,' 
height from apex to flange, 18 mm., half of this partial height· 
being in the body whorl. 
There is a very close resemblance in the outline and rim of this' 
species and that present in the genus Euompkalopterus, but an 
examination of the characters described above will reveal the fact. 
that not even a generic identity can exist between the two. The 
broad backward swing of the strire above the slit-band and their 
direction parallel to the latter just above the band, show the 
presence of a very deep notch and of a slit (~) not found in 
Euomphalopterus, The flange also is a free extension of each 
border of the slit-band (see PI. XIV sp. ct. eloroidea) so that the 
similarity between Pleurotomaria eloidea and Euomphalopterus is 
wholly superficial. There is no sigmoid curve to the strire and the 
flange does not rest on the lower whorls as it does in Euomphalop­
terus, but these are minor characters. 
A generic comparison may perhaps be made with Mourlonia, but 
the extension of the flange along the suture in our species at once 
... distinguishes it from that genus in which the flange is exposed near 
, the middl4 of all the whorls. 
There is some resemblance in outline between our species and 
the fkurotomaria elora of Billings. 
Rare. Delphi. 
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, Pleurotomaria if. eloroidea. 
PI. XIV. fig, s. 

Shell very large, resembling,the preceding in outline and in sur­
face markings. ' 

The slit-band in the form now described is very plainly convex; 
It is bordered on both sides by diverging curved flanges~ The 
lunulre are shallow and evenly convex. The strire of growth in the 
upper portion of the whorl swing back, and this backward swing , I 
is continued across the slit-band and lunulre. 
The characters described show a close similarity to Mourlonia, 

from which our shell differs in having plain crescents, and the 

, flanges disposed along the suture. It occupies an extremely im- f 
portant position which can not be overlooked between Euomphal­
opeterus and Mourlonia, and forming a phylogenetic series with 
those two in the 9rder named. A recurving of the upper face ()f 
the flange would, be almost all that would be required to develop 
from Euomphalopterus the form represented by our species. The 
development of the whorls so that the flanges would be on the 
periphery instead of on the suture would generate a form which 
would Yery easily pass off into the M ourlonia limala type by the 
chronogenetic addition of the lobe to the crescent. 
Rare. Huntington. 
E1romphaloptel"U8 alatus var. americanus n. var. 

Pl. XIII. ti,. 6. 

Shells small depressed conical, consisting of three to four very 

. gradually increasing apd contiguous whorls. The volutions are 
subcircular in cross-section; horizontally flattened or depressed 
convex near the suture, sharply rounded at the sides, and rounding 
off into the umbilicus. The latter is very wide and included in a 
broad columella which is as wide at the base as the cross-section of 
the body whorl. At the middle of the periphery is a very sharp 
and projecting carina or rim, somewhat similar in character to that 
in the Murchisonia worthenana of Miller, and especially to the 
forms of Pleuf. alata from Gotland. The surface is covered with 
close-set, transverse lines which arch very strongly forward over 
the rim or flange. Some of the strire dichotomize on both faces of 
this flange. There is an obscure line or ridge concentric with, and 
I 
'near to, the inner edge of the flange.. 
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The suture between the whorls is along the bottom face of the 
rim, which, when flattened over the upper portions of the younger 
whorls, presents a false appearance of a shoulder.' Apertural char­
acters unknown. The rim extends all along the suture, and may be 
traced almost to the initial whorls. The strial as' exposed on the 
upper face of the rim along the sutures, are straight and pointed 
forward. 
Two specimens have respectively the following dimensions: 
Width, 10 mm.. and 6 mm.; height (approximate), 5 mm. and 
3mm. 
This shell belongs to the group of the Pleurotomarias desig­
nated by Roemer in 1876, Euomphalopterus, with E. (Pleur.) 
alatus as the type.' It includes Pleurotomaria alata, pretexta, to­
gata" {renata, undulans, marklini, and among American forms the , 
E. alatus of Ulrich, which was recently (1897) described by that 
author as coming from near 'Valdron, Ind. The group is char­
acterized by the expansion of the "slit-band" into a rim or flange 
which extends along the suture line. There is no slit, and in most 
of the typical forms the 'strire are directed forward to the rim. 
There are no revolving bands and only rarely fai'nt revolving mark­
ings. This is perhaps the most strongly marked and easily sepa­
rated group of the PlMtrotomarias. 
The variety described above is very close to Lindstrom's variety 
opposita, but the American form is a much smaller shell with 
lower spire and fewer whorls, and with the strial when dividing, 
bifurcating instead of being divided into a brush as in the Gotland 
variety. From Ulrich's variety and also from true forms of Eu­
omphalopterus, the variety described above differs in having the 
band situated at the middle of the periphery and having the whorls 
regularly rQunded .. 
Though apparently widespread and abundant in Europe, Euom- , 
pha7optertl~ is quiter'are on this continent, where Ulrich's variety 
has been the only representative known up to date. A closely 
allied form is the Murchisonia worthenana of Miller, which· is ­
pr0b" bl." eqliivalent to Pleurotomar'ia (Mourlonia) lima.ta of Lind­
Btrom, though Miller's name hfls priority. In J.[ourlonia the strire 
always curve backward'to the bflDd, there is a true slit-band, while 
the rim, instead of extending along the suture as in Euomphalop­
ter'Us, is exposed some distance. above the suture near the 'DeriDhel'~ 
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of the upper whorls. There are also some minor differences ~hich 
will be noticed later. 
Rare. Little Deer Creek, Carroll COlmty . 
.Euomphalopterus alatu8 '!far. 
A single specimen of a third variety of this species resembles :l 
large form of the variety americanus; but is discoidal, almost 
plane-coiled. The flange along the suture is the only important 
character observed. It has not the smaller line or ridge near the 
inner edge possessed by the variety americanus, and the strire on 
the flange are almost straight, pointed forward, and crenulated· by 
vcry fine, faint, revolving lines, which are barely visible under a 
strong magnifying glass. . 
Rare. Georgetown. 
Euomphalopteru8 alatus var. lim,atoidea n. var. 
PI. XIV. fig. 4. 
Shell very large, depressed turbinate. Whorls four or five or 
more, contiguous, flattened above by the sutural band, turned in a 
broad curve downward, slightly concave just above the flange, and 
continuing 'below the latter in a nearly horizontal plane, curving 
upward toward the middle. The flange is therefore on the lower 
margin of the periphery, and may almost be said to bound the um­
bilicus. The umbilicus is very broad. The surface is marked by 
strire arching forward to the flange, and also by revolving lines. 
A single, large specimen, belonging to the Indiana State Mu­
seum, has an approximate height of 36 mm., and a width of 70 
mm. The body whorl is 23 mm. high. 
This· form, as the name is intended to signify, is intermediate 
between E. alatus ·and Pleur~ (Mourlonia) limata. \lIt is larger 
than either, and has a greater umbilicus .and lower spire. Its 
markings are very distinctive. It should more probably be made 
a separate species. 
,Rare. Delphi. 
Murchillonia (Tur'l"itoma) wph4mi Hall 

Pl. XIII. fig. 7. 

Shell rather large, turreted, height several times the width. 
Volutions contiguous, seven or eight in number, and increasing 
gradually in size. Sutures close and oblique. Sides straight 01: 
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fiat, sloping from the suture to the slitband~ which is concave, but 
becomes almost fiat on the body whorl, where its height is one-sixth 
the height of the whorl. The l~wer portion of the volution is ven­
tricpse: The band is in the center of the body whorl, but in the 
upper whorls it is half its height above the suture. 
Owing to the unnatural and improper divisions which have been 
formed from Murchisonia, it is preferred in this paper to regard 
all the species thereof as species of the original genus. 
Several casts 'and moulds of this species have been obtained at 
Huntington. One mould of the three lower whorl~ showed a 
height of 44 mm., width 23 mm., height of body whorl 22 mm. 
The outline, etc., seem to be Jhe same as in typical forms of M. 
laphami, but the slit-band of the Huntington specimens is rather 
wider than that of the Wisconsin material. 
Murehiaan,ia (Ooelaca:uli3) biviUata Hall. 
Pl. XIII, tI,. ,. 
Shell very elongated, consisting of about twelve rounded' volu­
tions without trace of carina, but with a strong biplicate columella. 
The plicate columella and the absence of the dorsal band are 
char.acterswhich should remove this species from the Murchisonia 
group. 
A large internal cast referred to this species was found at Hunt­
ington by lIr. Gilbert. There are six of the lower plications ex­
posed, showing a height of 50 mm., a width at the base of 29 mm., 
and at the summit of 14 mm. There are obscure traces of revolv­




Murchi30nia 8p. undet. 
Fragments of a very large species of Murchisonia are quite 
common at Huntington. The specimens are larger and differ from 
any of the species of that genus hitherto described from the Silu­
rian.. An idea of the size may be obtained when it is stated 
that a cast of the body whorl and one up~r whorl has a height of 
at least 54 mm\ The whOrl above the body whorl has an exposed 
height of 18 mm. There are. several specimeDfl quite as large as 
the one mentioned. The uppermost portion from the suture down ' 
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to the shoulder, is flat, or perhaps a trifle conc.ave. From the 
shoulder the sides extend straight downward, making with the 
upper, flattish portion an angle (in profileI .of about 135 degrees. 
The base. of the whorl is broadly rounded. A section of the body 
whorl is subhexagonal, higher than wide, with the suture at the 
upper angle. In the upper whorls only the flat, sloping portion 
from the suture to the shoulder and the vertical sides are exposed. 
There is a general· resembla:pce in the contour of the whorls to 
• those of Trochonema fatuum Hail, but our form is evidently a 
turreted Murchisonia, much larger in size, and the vertical sides in 
Hall's species are smaller than in ours. 
Two or three other species of large M urchisonias occur at Hunt­
ington, but th&y are unidentifiable. It is an interesting fact that 
no species oithis genllil have hitherto been recorded from the Silu­
rian of Indiana . 
. Common. Huntington. 
Oriostoma hv.ntingtonenm n. 8p. 
Pl. XIV, figs. 14, 15• 
. Shell turbinate, fairly large, consisting of three or more rounded 
volutions which are circular in cross-section and -increase gradually 
in size. The whorls are' contiguous, and each shows almost its en­
tirety above the others. Shell substance thick and composed of at 
least three layers. . The outer one is marked by strong revolving 
ribs with the interspaces concave and about equal to the ribs in 
width. The umbilicus is large and open, and is bounded by a very 
strong keel, which is stronger than any of the other keels on the 
surface. With the exception of traces of another keel in further in 
the umbilicus, the only markings observed in the latter are faint 
revolving strire. The finer surface markings' are but poorly pre­
served, and the test is found only on the lower half of the body 
whorl of the type specimen. This shows ten ribs in 17 mm. from 
the umbilicus to the middle of the periphery. Apertu!e unknown. 
The specimens have the following dimensions: 
Brigll. 'Htigh/of Bod" WlOt'I. 'W'..:llh. 
Type •...•..........35 mm.••....••.24 mm.••...•..•43 mm. 

Second ..... : .......36 mm..........25 mm..........46 mm. 

Third .•........•••••36 mm••••....••23 mm .•• '•••.•.• 45 mm. 
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This species is closely related to the forms of O. macrolineatum 
as found in the 'Guelph limestone at Elora and Durham;' C. W., 
and also to Poleumita scamnata of Clarlce and Ruedeman, but the 
Indiana forms are distinct. The specimens found at Huntington' 
show much ,stronger and more closely-set ribs, while the remark­
able keel bounding the umbilicus is a feature never seenin any of 
the others, in which respect our forms are. very close to the Gotland 
species described by Lindstrom. 
Rare. Huntington. 
OrWstoma. (1) opercula. 
PI. XIV. figs. 1(}-13; Pl. XI, fig. 6. 
Opercula referred to this genus have been found at Huntington 
by Mr. Gilbert, who, after a search of several ;years, has brought to 
light four of these specimens. They are all low cones .. The apical 
region (the nucleus) is' nearly smooth, but beginning a short dis­
tance from the center are eight to thirteen nearly lamellose coils, 
the number varying with the individual. The marginal characters 
are indistinct, but there seems to have been a low cylindrical exten­
sion rather than a flat band. 
A natural mould at hand shows the characters of both the 
exterior and interior surfaces of the operculum, the specimen pre­
serving about five-sixths of the latter ana. one-fifth of the former. 
The outer half of the interior surface is nearly flat and surrounded 
by a wide rim. From nearly flat the surface changes to moderately 
concave toward the center, a small circular, rather shallow pit ap­
pearing at the center. The interior surface is smooth except for a 
slight depression and groove on one side, which may not be struc­
tural features. 
Following is a short tabular account of their characters: 
Sp.cim.... Widtk. Co.t.. 
1. ........................22 mm......................... 7% 

2 ................... : •....23 mm.. ,. .....•....•••..•••.... 9 





The specimens may doubtless be referred to H. huntingtonense. 
The size of the mouth in the known specimens of that species cor­
responds very well with the size of numbers 1 and 2. Both the 
opercula and the type of P. huntingtonense were found in the same 
quarry. 
- ----
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; 
~h/unti~va". alternatum n. var. 
PI. XIV; fig. 9. 
This differs from the above in the surface markings and in being 
a litt}e more depressed. The markings from the umbilicus to the 
suture consist of ·eight or nine rather more distant ribs than are 
met with in the typical forms of the species, while between each 
pair of these ribs is a fainter one. The stronger keels are equal in 
strength, but the fainter, alternating ones, are obsolescent near the 
suture, and gradually increase in strength, descending toward the 
. umbilicus until the lowest one is quite equal to the strongest keels. 
The umbilicus is wide and open, and is marked by faint revolving 
strire-and by a sharper ~keel near the middle. 
Two specimens, preserving only the body whorl and part of the 
upper. Both show a width of the former of 34 mID., •and a height 
of 17 mm. Both were found at Huntington. 
OrioBtoma plana n. lip. 
PI. XIV, ligs. 7, 8. 
Shell discoid, with the apex of the spire varying from the plane 
of the upper side of the whorls to depressed, so that the umbilicufl 
of the apical side is almost equal to that at the opposite side. Vo­
lutionj! 3 to 3}, contiguous, regularly rounded and as wide as higil 
or wider, increasing very gradually in size. Surface marked by 
10 or 12 sharp revolving bands, which become closer, more crowded 
and stronger toward the periphery. The interspaces are :flat or 
slightly concave, and about Ii times as wide as the bands. These 
bands are crossed by very fine, cleatcut, imbricating lamellre, which 
. arch slightly backward between the revolving bands, and swing 
forward across the ridges of the latter. The lines of growth, how­
ever, as seen in well-preserved casts, are much finer, more numer­
ous, closer ~nd less regular than the imbricating lamellre, and arch" 
forward between the ribs and swing gently backward across the 
ridges. These Hnes of growth are crossed by extremely fine revolv­
ing lines, barely visible under a strong lens. 
In the number and disposition of its revolving ribs and in the 
depression of the spire, this very prettily marked shell is interme­
diate between O. angulatum and O. lineatum. In the finer mark~ 
ings there is some resemblance to Poleumita 8ca.mnata, but that 
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species as described and figured by Clarke and Ruedeman is clearly 
different from our shell. 
The type specimen from Georgetown has a width of 18 mm. 
The body whorl just back of the mouth is 8 mm. wide. The height.' 
of the shel\ (the height of the body whorl) is '7i mm. A second 
specimen from Georgetown has these respective dimensions: 15 
mm., '7 mm., 61 mm. 
Ori08wma 'p. undet. 
PI. XIV, 6g8.1.2. 
Shell large, turbinate. Volutions five in number, the apical one 
minute, the lower 'ones increasing in size rather rapidly,but regu­
larly; whorls subcircular in cross-section. Sutures transverse, im­
pressed, exposing nearly all of the whorl above. The upper por­
tion of the volution is flat or very much depressed, convex; from 
this, broadly rounding off in subangnlar arches toward the umbil­
icus. Umbilical and apertural characters unknov.'Il. 
Surface marked by low, unequal, lon'gitudinal ribs, which are 
, rather distant and narrow. These are crossed by peculiarly wavy, 
transverse strire. From the suture to the first rather prominent 
rib, a distance of 2i mm., the strire arch backward; but thereafter, 
between each pair of ribs they arch forward. These markings are 
on the inside of the outermost layer or else on the outside of the 
next inner layer of the shell, and correspond in position and in 
direction to those on the "casts" of O. plana. . 
In the outline of the body whorl,' and especially in the flattened 
upper portion, there is a resemblance to PleurotorYlXJ,ria eloroidea, 
and this resemblance is increased by the low ribs. But the pecu­
liar direction of the transverse strire is sufficient evidence to in­
clude the shell described above in the genus Oriostoma, or perhaps 
in Poleumita,. 
One specimen. Huntington. 
Schizolop!w. 8p. 
Pl. XII. fig. 3. 
A single shell belonging to the State Museum has the following 
characters: 
Medium-sized, turbinate; slightly higher than wide. Aperture 
two-fifths and body whorl two-thirds the height of the spire. 
/ 
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Mouth (as shown by the lines of growth) very deeply notched. 
Slit-band convex, not quite vertical, producing a .subangular per-' 
iphery. Profile above the slitband depressed, almost horizontal, 
forming a broad, low, double curve to the suture. Surface marked 
by distant, strongly elevated lines of "growth." Between these 
strong lines are 6 to 20, usually 12 to 15, very fine, even, raised 
lines, parallel to the lines of growth. The whole is crossed by fine 
~oncentric, revolving, raised lines, intermediate in strength' be­
tween the two kinds mentioned above. The revolving lines. are t:wo 
or three times as far apart as the finer lines of growth. The species 
differs from Olathro8pira in the convex slit-band. The apertuxe is 
not exposed, so that the presence of a slit is doubtful. In all other 
characters there is a generic resemblance to Schizolopha, n:.oorei 
Ulrich. 
Should our species prove to be ne~, as it probably is, we would 
suggest the specific name, S. (~) pro8seri, named after Prof. C. S. 
Prosser; of the Ohio State University. 
One specimen. Delphi. 
Cyclonema caneellata Hall. 
Pl. XIV, figs. 5, 6. 
A small but very well preserved specimen has the following 
characters: 
Shell small, turbinate; volutions four or more, the upper ones 
small, rapidly but regularly increasing in size to the body whorl, 
which is very large, and constitutes six-sevenths the height of the 
spire. The whorls are, as shown by the mouth, oblique-vertically 
oval in section. The outer lip is not perceptibly expanded. The 
inner lip is slightly reflexed and is produced anteriorly so that the 
small umbilicus is exposed nearly at the middle of the length of 
the shell. The sutures are deeply impressed and quite transverse. 
Shell substance extremely thin, covered by revolving lines, one of 
whic1I, near the periphery, is only slightly more prominent than 
the others. These lines are obsolescent in the umbiliqus, and then 
become subequal, frequently' double and abo~t twenty in number 
up to the near suture, where they suddenly terminate. The inter­
spaces are wider than the strire. Just. below the suture there is a 
smooth space with three or four hardly perceptible, revolving lines. 
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The shell i,s marked also by extremely faint but distinct, raised 
transverse strire, which extend obliquely backward from the suture 
across the longitudinal strire. The latter are very much stronger 
than the transverse strire. 
The height of the shell is approximately 9 mm.; thickness, 6 
mm. ; width, 8 mm. The species may be recognized by the turbin­
'. 
ate-~urriculate outline, and by the fine revolving and finer trans­
verse strire. There is a strong resemblance to the Turbo (Oyclo­
nema) tennesseensis of Roemer, but that species has forty revolv­
ing lines, while ours has about twanty, a few of which, however, 
are double. In the Georgetown specimen the transverse strire are 
very much closer than in the Oyclonema can.cellatum from the 
Clinton green shale of New York State. 
Rare. Georgetown. 
OyclQnema ile:tJata Hall. 
PI. XIII. figs. 8, 6. 
Shell turriculate, height 1! times the width. Spire consisting 
of five volutions, which increase very gradually in dimensions. 
Volutions in the casts regularly rounded, but the'surface (which 
has never before been known) shows that the upper part of the 
body whorl is depressed convex, almost flattened" while the lower 
part is ventricose. The surface is marked by from four to six low 
longitudinal ribs, which become obsolescent on the upper and lower 
portions of the body whorl and on the upper portions of the older 
whorls. There are obscure lines of growth .. The lower two-thirds 
of the whorl next to the body whorl llhows three or four ribs. 
There is no median keel, nor is there any appearance of there hav­
ing been a slit. A very narrow but distinct umbilicus is present. 
This species may be distinguished from Eunema (~) trilineata 
by the greater narrowness of the latter. 1£ E.· triline{Lta really is a 
Ettnema it should have no umbilicus whatever, and this is. there- . 
fore, another distinctive character. 
The two specimens known, which are both larger than the Wis­
consin forms, have a.length of 35 mm. and a width of 24 rom. 
An external mould of Oyclonema elevata has been obtained at 
Huntington, Ind. Another specimen, consisting, of an external 
mould and its intenlal cast, was found in the quarries (5/A) one 
mile eMt of Huntington. 
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CEPHALOPODA... 
Orth0cera8 medullare Hall. 
PI. XIX. figs. 1. 2. 
Shell a longicone, large, sides straight, tapering at an angle of 
from 9-12 degrees. Section circular or subciryular, broadly 
elliptical when compressed. Chambers deep, siphon central, tubu­
lar, not at all expanding between the septa. The chambers do not 
perceptibly deepen with age. In one specimen having a width of 
about 36 mm. the chambers are 17 mm. deep. In another large, 
specimen the chambers are 24 mm. deep where the shell is 63 mm. 
wide. Surface without annulations or longitudinal ridges; the 
specimens of Hall and. of Meek and Worthen show, however, 
beautifully cancellating strire. 
The species may be recognized by the distant septa and the ab­
sence of either annuli or ridges in the cast. 
Ten large specimens have been obtained at Delphi, and one large 
specimen from a locality one mile west of Anderson. 
Orthocerat! (Kwnoc.erat!) orWI Hall. 
PI. XXI,fig.I; PI. XXV. fig. 2. 
Shell a longicone, large, tapering quite rapidly; section broadly . 
oval, somet~mes becoming circular or narrowly oval through rock 
pressure. Septa fairly distant, deeply concave; siphon small, 
placed three-sevenths the distance from one side to the other. Casts 
mark\"ld by longitudinal ridges; no annulations. Depth of the 
chambers varying from one-fourth to one-third the width. 
Several specimens of body chambers from Huntington are re­
feTTed to this species. These, together with a specifically identical 
chamber from Delphi, are circular or subcircular except when evi­
. dently much crushed,. and bear the longitudinal ridges at the 
base. Higher up, these ridges become obsolescent. Just behind 
the mouth there is a broad constriction, below which the chamber 
is cylindrical. These body chambers are usually about 35 mm. 
wide and about 65 mm. high. 
A narrowly ovate specimen from Wabash, now in the Indiana 
State Museum, is 175 mm. long, 35 'mm. wide at one end and 54 
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mm. wide at the other. It shows 11 chambers in that distance. A 
eo~ple of specimens from west of Anderson may be referred to this 
species. 
Rather common. Huntington, Delphi, Wabash and Anderson. 
. Ortlwceras (K'wMCftrru) dIlphiemi8 n. lIP. 
Pl. XX, 11'8.1, 2. 
Shell large, straight, tapering slightly, sides alm~st parallel. 
Section circular, with tubular siphon between the center and the 
margin or submarginal surface marked by low, narrow longitudi­
nal ridges, of which there are eleven in 15 mm., at a point where 
the shell is 41 mm. thick. The ridges are perceptibly closer on the 
side on which the siphon is situated, where they seem also to be 
more pronounced. The interspaces are concave, several ti~s as' 
wide as the ridges~ and seem to have been covered 'with coarse long­
itudinal strial. There are also transverse strial. The body cham­
ber is a little constricted just back of the mouth. 
The type specimen nowin the Indiana State Museum is a frag­
ment with a length of 162 mm., a width of 50 rom. at the mouth, 
, and of 45 mm. about 120 mm. further back. The shell and siphon 
are greatly thickened. 
This species may be recognized by the narrow and distant ridges, 
the absence of annnlations, the slightly constricted mouth and thick 
submarginal siphon. The large size and straight sides are also 
distinctiv:e features. It is hardly separable from the Orth. angu­
latum of Worthen, which showsthe same thickening of the siphon. 
In Wahlenberg's species, however, the siphon is more nearly cen­
tral, and there are some minor differences. 
Besides the type, three other fragments have been found at 
Delphi. 
Ortlwceras (K''WnOOO1'a3) .ke~ n. lIP• 
. PI.XXI,II,.2.' 
Shell a longicone, small, sides straight, slowly tapering. Section 
slightly oval (due to pressure 9); septa distant, almost flat; 
siphon large, eccentric. The depth' of the chambers is more than 
half the width of the shell, except near the body chamber. where a 
few septa beceme crowded. Surface marked by longitudinal ribs 
which lV'e quite faint in the cast. 
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This species is known from a single cast now in the Indiana 
State Museum (No. 685), which has a length of 78 mm., width at 
upper end llmm.~ at lower end 7 ni"m. At the lower extremity 
there are seven chambers in 32 mm;, but just below the body cham­
ber there are only five compartments in 9 mm. Twelve mm. above 
the base of the body chamber is a raised Jine, origin unknown. 
This form can be recognized by its very distant septa. From 
Orth. joZietensis of Meek and Worthen, this species may be dis­
tinguished by the absence in the former of the longitudinal ridges, 
and the shallowness of the septa in the latter. Our species is also 
a much smaller shell. 
Rare. Kentland. 
f 
Orthocerll8 (GeitfmfJCe1'(J3) niagaretn8e Hall. 
20th Rep. N. Y. State Oab. Nat. Bid., p. 856, pl. 20. fig. 3. 
The following is Hall's description: 
"Shell elongate, gradually tapering; section broadly elliptical; 
septa deeply concave; depth of chamber 5 lines where the diameter 
is 11 inches; siphuncle eccentric. ,Surface annulated by low, 
rounded annulations which are from one to two inches distant, ac­
cording to the size of the shell; intermediate spaces regularly 
concave. In the larger parts of the shell there are about three 
annulations to each chamber. The finer surface markings un­
known. The section in all the specimens examined is ellipticaL" 
An important feature which Hall figured but failed to describe 
is the fact that the undulations are very oblique, especially on the 
wider portions of the shell, but become less oblique in the successive 
older parts of the same. 
A single fragment is referred to this species, 54 mm. long, 14 
mm. wide at the lower end, and 18 mm. wide at the upper end. 
The cross-section is elliptical and the septa are deep so that it 
corresponds almost exactly with the above. The annulations,· 
though, are weaker and fewer in number, and the chambers 
comparatively deeper in our specimen, but these are characters 
.which one would expect to find in the young of such a species. . 
Rare. ~uarry one mile west of Anderson. • 
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Orthootras (Daw~as) !if. annulatum Sowerby. 
Pi. XIX, JIgs. St 4. 
The, Gilbert collection contains a fragment of an Orthoceras 
which is very closely allied to this species. The specimen is nearly 
90 mm. long, 58 rom. wide at the brQader end, and shows seven 
sutures in that distance. The annulationis not midway, between 
the sutures, but is nearer the older ,suture. The shorter slope of 
the annulation is depressed convex, and the longer slope with the 
normal concavity. 
Rare. Huntington. 
Ortlweeras (DaW8l.Yl/.OeeraB) annuliItum var. americanum Foord. 
, Shell a longicone, small to medium sized; slowly tapering; sec­
'tion circular. Oharact13rized by strong annulations, with concave 
interspaces; the suture in the middle of each interspace. Septa 
deep, siphon central. The depth' of two or three chambers is equal 
the breadth of the shell. Surface marked by transverse and longi­
tudinal stria:!. . 
It can be recognized readily by the charac~r of the annulations, 
which are always strong in casts. 
The collection contains about ten fragments, the largest 33 mm. 
wide. None of the surface stria:! are preserved. 
Rather common. Delphi. 
Orthoceraa (Kionoceraa) angulatum W ~hlenberg. 
Pl. XXI, fil\'. 3. 
~hell tapering gradually., Septa distant about one-fourth the 
diameter of the shell; siphuncle central or suooentral. Surface 
marked by angular longitudinal ridges . 
. Rare. Anderson. 
Troohooeraa (Sphyra.doeeraa) cf. desplainense McChesney. (?) 
, 
20th Rep. N. Y. St&te Cab. Nat. Rist.• 186'1, p.359. pl.16. fi(!'s."8-10. 
Shell a torticone of 2 to 21 volutiQns, dextral spire very low; 
cross-section ovate, with flattened sides; siphuncle small, near. 
ventral margin. Surface and casts marked by distinct, sharp 
ridges, directed backward across the sides and with flat or concave 
\ 
! ! 
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interspaces. Fine markings consist of minutely cancellating, sub­
equal; transverse. and longitudinal strire. (The description above 
is drawn mostly from that of Clarke and Ruedeman.) 
A couple of fragments of casts apparently belonging to this spe­
cies were found at Huntington. 
Lituites mar.hii Hall. 
Pl. XXI, fig. 4. 
The principal features are shown by the figure. 
This species is distingnished by its slender and more numerous 
volutions from L. bickmoreanus. 
Represented by a single specimen from Wabash. 
LituiteB (Ophidioceraa) biekmoreanWl Whitfield. 
Pl. xxv, fiS' 
Shell large, thick; plane-coiled oute lvolution free and extending in nearly a straight line; subcircula in cross-section, depressed 
convex or nearly flattened on the back. Surface marked by broad 
bi-convex undulations, which have ventro-Iateral sinuses, swing 
back across the side and develop a strong dorsal saddle. The unau­
lations are obsolescent on the back and absent near the mouth. The 
base of th~ saddle is oppesite the sinus of the third or a little nearer 
to that of the second undulation back. The interspaces are 
concave. 
The finer surface markings according to Whitfield, consist of 
"almost microscopic lines which run lengthwise of the coils, and 
also in finer transverse lines of which three qccupy the space of one 
of the longitudinal lines. The septa are moderately concave and 
are arranged· at distances from each other less than that between 
the transverse undulations of the sides, so that ten of them oecupy 
a distance equal to eight of the undulations." 
This species may be readily recognized by its large size, and its 
low undulations, both of which characters distinguish it from L. 
(O.}marshi, and L. (Trocholiles) multicostalum, etc., and also 
from Trochoceras (Sphyradoceras) desplrinense, the latter of 
which is not plane-coiled. 
The species was described by Whitfield in the Bulletin of the 
American Museum of Natural History, Vol. I, No. VI, pp. 191­
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192, Pl. xxi, Figs. 1-3. His specimens are from the dolomitic 
limestones of the Niagara group at Wabash Oity, Indiana. Our 
specimens agree very closely with Whitfield's species. The Hunt­
ington specimen is a fn.gment from just back of the mouth. It is 
about 60 mm. long, with a lateral width of 35 mm. and ventro­
dorsal thickness of 30 mm. The angle at the dorsal saddle is a 
trifle sharper than that in Mr. Whitfield's figures. 
Another large fragment was found at a mile west of Anderson 
(Madison County). The latter is from an individual which must 
have been over a foot in diameter. The septal sutur~s are pre­
served and show 'a low dorsal saddle, the result of a dorso-lateral 
sinus on each side. The saudle is under the third undulation from 
that at which the suture i,s observed on the ventral side. The 
dorso-ventral thickness in this specimen is greater than the lateral. 
Rare. Delphi, Huntington, Wabash and Anderson. 
LituiteB (Ophidwcera8 f) hertules oolrrollensi3 n. 'liar. 
Pl. XVI, fig. I, o.nd Pl. XVII, fig.'!. 
Shell very large, nautilian, with the body chamber free and ex­
tended in an arched line. Cross section ovoid, flattened on the 
sides, with ventral and dorsal faces rounded, the latter more 
broadly so; greatest breadth just above the center; ratio of breadth 
,to thickness is 10: 11. Siphon eccentric 'but not marginal. The 
casts are marked by very broad, low undulations, each with a 
dorsal saddle. Near the ventral side* there are some longitudinal 
ribs, but both styles of markings are very obscure in the internal 
casts, 
This variety may be easily recognized by the very large size, the 
flattened sides, and the peculiar curvature. 
The type is a frae;ment of ,the body chmber with a few septa 
which are indistinct. . The fragment has a length of 190 mm., 
breadth 60 mm., thickness 67 mm. The body chamber is 150 
mm. long, but when entire' must have been at least twice that 
length. The septa are rather distaht, directed backward across the 
sides, and are furnished with shallow lateral sinw;es and a dorsal 
saddle. Anoth,er fragment has a breadth of 67 mm., and thickness 
'"In the ventro.llide there is also observable in the type speoimen a. very shallow groove 
which .h0uld serve to pla.oo this form in the genus Bemel.cerao, provided tha.t this gr00"" is 
normo.l to this speoies. 
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of 75 mm. The depth of the dorsal saddle of the undulations is 
about 40 mm. 
• 
Represented by two specimens from Delphi. 
Trimeroceras gilberti n. ap. 
Pl. XV, fig.l. 
Shell breviconical, large, the lower portions of the ventral and 
dorsal sides converging at an angle of nearly 50 degrees. Section 
ovoid, rather pointed ventrally. Septa distant, 8 in 45 mm. 
There is a distinct saddle at the ~entral side and an azygous sinus 
at the dorsal, with only one very shallow sinus on each lateral face. 
Body chamber large, broader than high. Siphuncle one-third 
the distance from the ventral face to the center. Dorsal periphery 
of the body chamber vertical, ventral periphery divergent from the 
base, both depressed convex. The upper side of the body chamber 
is rather flat, and ~rallel to the plane of the basal edge. The 
slit is narrow. Character of the apertural lobes unknown. Sur-
face of septa with rather weak longitudinal ribs. Following are 
some statistics regarding these forms: 
Length of specimen with body chamber and 11 septa ....... . 
Length of the eleven septa ................................ . 
Length of body chamber ............ (1) 72 mm. (2) 75 mm. 
D.-V. thickness at base (body ch.). . . . 88 mm. 87 mm. 
D.-V. thickness half way up (body ch.) 101 mm. 100 mm. 
Lateral thickness at base (body ch.). . 68 mm. 63 mm. 







The species is readily distinguished by its rapidly tapering, 
conical shape. The body chamber is recognized by the parallel 
bases and subordinate height. There is a resemblance to Phrag-
moceras nesto1·, var. canadense Whiteaves, from which our species 
di:fferA in having the upper and lower bases of the body chamber 
parallel. Named after Mr. Gilbert, to whose kindness in loaning 
material the opportunity of studying much of the Huntington 
Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda is due. The type and specimens de-
scribed above are from Hu~tington, Ind. 
Rare. Huntington and Delphi. 
Hexameroceras delphicolum Newell. 
Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. XXIII, p. 479, figs.l-4. 
Shell an arcuate brevicone, medium sized; transverse section 
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eleven-twelfths of the thickness and situated two-thirds of the 
distance to the dorsum;'siphon ventral, submarginal. 
Chambers shallow, three of them with a total depth of 8 mm. on 
the ventral side and 16 mm. deep on the dorsum. Septa almost 
flat. Sutures straight with no perceptible sinus or saddle., Tht3 
chamber adjacent to the body chamber has half the depth of those 
following it, and has the anterior margin crenulated. The body 
. chamber is dome-shaped, wider than high, with all the sides 
rounded and with a contracted aperture. The dorsal opening 
of the living chamber is furnished with three lateral lobes on 
each side of a harrow median slit which connects them with .the 
single ovate ventral opening. The length of' slit, and opening 
equals about five-sixths of the dorso-ventral diameter. 
Faint indications of fluted longitudinal markings are present on 
the septre. The body chamber is 25 mm. high, 39 mm. wide and 
43 mm. deep. The specimens described differ from Newell's de­
scription of the species in having the margins of the septre nearly 
straight instead of curved. In other respects the present specimen 
agrees closely. with H. delphicolum. 
Rare. Huntington. 
Cyrtoceras gorbyi Miller. 
One specimeh from Huntington is referred to this species. 
Gomplwcera wahaSMrun8 Newell. 
PI. xx, figs. 3, 4. 
Shell a brevicone,small, straight. Septa of moderate depth; si­
. phon moniliform, situ,ated one-third to one-half distance from ven­
tral margin to center. Body chamber ,conical with the sides nearly 
straight, converging toward the ap~x :at an angle of about 20 ~e­
grees. Aperture simply T-shaped, without any accessory lobes. 
Cross-section circular to broadly oval. . 
It may be distinguillhed from G. sJrinium by the more conical 
. I 
and proportionally longer living chamber. 
This species is quite abundant at 1f:untington, where about ten 
specimens have been found. They ate preserved as casts of the 
body chamber. The largest has a height, of 53 mm:, thickness at 
the base 40 mm., breadth 34 mm. / Ap.other large specimen has a 
thickness of 39 mm., and width of 36i mm. ,The smaller forms 
are circular in cross-section. 
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There is a single specimen in the Indiana State :M:eseum which, 
labeled G. subgracile) is from Delphi. 
A single specimen was found at Georgetown. 
.. 
Phragmoceras parwm Hall and Whitfield. 
Shell a small, arcuate, brevicone. Septal portion half the 
length. The species may be easily recognized by its small size, 
the tubular extensions of the aperture, and the sharp angle formed 
by the edge of the aperture and the plane of the base of the body 
chamber. In all of the figured and described specimens the ven-
tral periphery of the body chamber is convex; but of the two 
specimens from Huntington,-it is flat in one and very concave in 
the other, which is the specimen figured. This is the only differ-
ence to be detected between specimens from Huntington, and 
those from the Guelph of Canada and New York. The second 
specimen is a little larger than the one figured. 
Common. Huntington. 
Phragmoceraa angusium Newell. 
PI. XVIII, fig.l. 
Shell large, arcuate; narrowly elliptical in qross section; in-
creasing regularly in dorso-ventral diameter from the smallest 
cammera to the aperture. 
Living chamber elongate, length greater than greatest dorso-
ventral diameter. Length of aperture about equal to greatest 
length of living chamber. Apertural margins not well preserved, 
but they appear to consist of a small oval opening at the antero-
ventral angle and a larger similar opening at the antero-dorsal 
angle, not connected by a narrow slit. The sutures of the cammera 
form broad, shallow lateral lobes and have ventral saddles. 
The two specimens described are from Grant County. The type 
· locality of the species is Wabash. 
Phragmoceras cf. ellipticum H. and W. 
Pl. XIX, fig.5. 
The following is the original description taken from p. 152, Pal. 
Ohio. II. . 
"Shell of large size, slightly curved, transverse section narrowly 
elliptical, a very little wider on the outer than on the inner side of 
the center. Outer chamber wider than high; very depressed 
; : 
i 
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convex on the sides, and sharply rounded on the ventral and dorsal 
edges; the v .. entral side extended at the aperture, forming a tube-
like projection; the remainder of the aperture not known. First 
chamber below the chamber of habitation very shallow; septa 
deeply concave; siphuncle large, situated close to the inner side oi 
the shell. 
"Formation and locality. In the limestones of the Niagara 
group, in Highland County, Ohio, associated with Trimerella 
ohioensis." 
A large fragment corresponding very well with this species oc-
curs in the Gilbert collecti~n. The base of the body chamber is 
6 mm. thick and 39 mm wide. -Measured along the center there 
are five chambers in a depth of 25 mm. On the ventral periphery 
these five chambers occupy a depth of 19 mm. and on the dorsum 
of 36 mm. The penultimate chamber in our specimen is not diff-
erentiated from the others. The upper and basal peripheries of 
the body chamber are subparallel as in the Ohio material. The 
species may be distinguished by the large size, the subparallel bases 
of the body chamber and by the slight curvature. 
Rare. Huntington. 
The following additional species of Cephalopoda, represented in 
the collections at hand by very poor material or not at all, have 
been described from the Niagara rocks of the Wabash Valley by 
Frederick H. Newell in the Proc. Bost. Soo. Nat. Hist., Vol. 
XXIII, pp. 466-486. 
Orthoceras crebescens Hall. 
Wabash City. 




Orthoceras obstructum Newell. 
Wabash City. 
Kionoceras strix Hall & Whit£. 
Wabash City. 
Gomphoceras linearis Newell. 
Wabash. 
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Gomphoceras projectum Newell. 
Delphi. 
II exameroceras cacabiformis Newell. 
Delphi.-
Pentameroceras mirum Barrande. 
Delphi. 





Illaenua armatua Hall. 
Pl. XXII, fir. 6. 
Two small pygida are referred to this species. The proportions 
of length and breadth are respectively three to four, and five to 
eight. They differ from I. ioxus in having the greatest elevation 
near the posterior end, and in sloping very abruptly to the posterior 
margin. 
Georgetown and Wabash. 
Illaenus insignis Hall. 
Pl. XXII, firs.l-5. 
Glabella strongly convex, regularly arched from front to back. 
Anterior and posterior margins of the cranidium strongly rounded, 
the latter bending backward outside the dorsal furrows and ter-
minating in minute triangular pieces (the fixed cheeks) articu-
lating with the free cheeks. Anterior margin with a thickened 
border. - Dorsal furrows distinct, extending upward and forward 
from sinall pits in the occipidal groove; opposite the palpebral 
· lobes they widen and deepen pe1'ceptibly for the space of one or two -
mm. ; thence as shallow furrows curving downward and forward, 
they terminate in deep pits about one-third to one-half the dis-
tance from the front of the cranidium to the palpebral lobes. · Free 
cheeks with rounded genal angles, sloping abruptly downward 
from the eyes. 
Pygidium semicircular to slightly paraboloid in outline. An-
terior margin broadly rounded in the median two-thirds of its 
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length, making a slight backward bend one-half the distance £rom 
the lateral margin to the middle, thence extending nearly straight 
to the antero-lateral margin. Surface but slightly convex on the~ 
top, but sloping rapidly t0 the margin at the sides. 
This species is rather common. It occurs at Connor's Mill 
(Hamilton County), Delphi, Georgetown, Fishersburg and 
Wabash. 
lllaenus ioxus Hall. 
Pl. XXII, fig. 7; Pl. XXIII, fig. 3. 
Pygidium rather short, length equal to three-fourths the width 
or less. Posterior border regularly rounded forming. nearly a 
semi-circle. Articulating margin broadly rounded, sometimes 
bending backward slightly just at the middle. Surface moderately 
convex sloping to the posterior margin quite gently. 
Cephalon much broader than long. Only one poorly preserved 
cranidium has been seen. Five pygidia have been found in the 
collections £rom Pendleton, Fishersburg, Helm's Mill, and Con-
nor's Mill, Hamilton County. 
Geratocephala goniata Warder. 
Pl. XXIV, fig. 13. 
Cephalon subquadrangular in outline, width nearly twice the ' 
length. Glabella very tumid, consisting o£ a large median and 
three pairs o£ small lateral lobes. Median lobe narrowing slightly 
toward the front, its greatest width equal to half the length. Lat-
eral lobes separated £rom the median lobes by deep furrows. Dor-
sal furrows very weak and indistinct, the lateral lobes merging into 
the fixed cheeks. One o£ the free cheeks is partially preserved, 
showing a nearly flat, broadly crescentric extension forming the 
antero-lateral margin o£ the cephalim. The strong ridges at the 
inner margins o£ the free cheeks support a pair o£ spine bases about 
midway between the genal angles and the anterior extremity o£ the 
cephalon. The occipital ring is separated £rom the glabella by a 
distinct but rather shallow groove. Two spine bases with a strong 
tubercle between occupy the ring. The border o£ the free cheek 
appears to have been ornamented with a fringe o£ tubercles or of 
fine spines. The genal angles terminate in strong diverging spines. 
The thorax and pygidinm have not been seen. 
pa.Mt4l, 
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The description is based on a single cephalon from Pendleton, 
~ which appears' to be identicai with the forms described from 
Bridgeport, Ill., by Hall as Acidaspis danai and by Winchell and 
, Marcy as A. ida. The lateral gabella lobes are less distinct than 
in the figures of A. danai et ida, but this is due in part to a slight 
distortion of the specimen. ' 
Odontopleura. Qrtoni FoeJ:Ste. 
Pl. XXIV. figs. 16-19. 
Oephalon subcircular in outline, strongly convex with granulosa 
surface; length about one-third the width. l1edian glabellar .lobe 
of nearly uniform width throughout, length about two and one­
third times the width, lateral lobes in three pairs separated from 
the median lobe by deep furrows .. The anterior pair of lobes are 
very small and situated near the anterior extremity of the median 
lobe; the posterior pair are oblong masses just anterior to the occi­
pital groove and about twice the size of the median pair. A pair 
of elongated, subtriangular elevations pointing forward, and flank­
ing the lateral lobes, extend forward to the groove between the 
anterior pair of lateral lobes. A distinct low ,ridge extends back­
wards on each side from the antero-Iateral margin of the median 
lobe to the eyes. Facial sutures not discernible. Lateral margins 
of the free cheeks set with numerous small spines, about one and 
one-half millimeters in length, pointing downward. The genal 
angles terminate in strong spines, which are broken off in the 
specimen figured. Occipital ring smooth, separated from the gla­
bella by a distinct furrow. 
Thorax with nine segments. .Axis moderately convex, pleura 
flattened except at the extremities which are directed downward 
and terminate each in a sharp spine~ 
Pygidium very short; flat or slightly concave; axis convex and 
unsegmented. Margin of the pygidium with a fringe of twelve 
spines, each about as long as the pygidium, except the third pair 
from the posterior 'end which are longer than the others. This 
pair is continued across the pjgidium, in oblique, convex ridges, 
converging to the anterior margin alongside the axis. The species 
is represented. by two specimens-a nearly complete individual 
-I'l'nm ctAOTJretOwn. and a pygidium from Pendleton. 
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Encrinurttll indiawmsia n. 81. 
PI. XXIV, 1Igs. 14, 16. 
Cephalon semicirouiar in outline; surface covered with large 
tubercles. Glabella with three very strong lateral tubercles on 
each 'side anterior to the occipital groove .. Fixed cheeks separated 
from the glabella by very deep dorsal furrows. Genal angles ap­
parently terminating in spines. Thorax unknown. 
Pygidium elongate-triangular, strongly convex; the lateral lobes 
curve sharply down from the dorsal furrows to the margin. In the 
type specimen, the annulations of the axial lobe number 15; in 
each of the lateral lobes there are ten pleune, which are directed 
backward. Each annulation of ,the axis bears from three to five 
tubercles, the one at the middle of the annulation being the strong­
est. Three to six tubercles mark each of the lateral segments. 
The cephalon and pygidium have not been founa united, but the 
only Encrinuru.s cephalon found is from Connor's Mill, Hamilton 
County, which has furnished a number of Encrinurus pygidia all 
belonging to the species here described. . This ,ass{lciation mp.kes 
the specific identity of the paris here. figured very probable. This 
species seems to have no very close ally among de;cribed forms~. 
The pygidium approaches someW:hat to E. variolaris Brogn., from 
the Wenlock of England. The la~ter has nine to twelve.annula­
tions on the axis of the pygidimn as compared with nine to _fifteen 
in E. _indianensis.. and seven to eight pleura on the. lateral lobes 
against nine to ten in the present species. The median annula­
tions in E. variolaris (on the pygidium) have three. tubercles, 
while the form here described has five except in the extreme pos­
terior part, where the number is three. 
Connor's Mill and Fishersburg (Hami~ton,County), Hunting~ 
ton, Little Deer Creek (Carroll County), .and at Wabash~ 
~ymene of•. vogdesi Foerste. 
Pl. 'XXIV, 11*1.1-7. 
Cephalon semicircular; surface grailUlose, most coarsely so on 
the cheeks. A wide, flat band forms the anterior margin. Glabella 
varying from moderately convex to strongly tumid; lateral lobes 
of the glabella in three pairs, the posterior twice the size of the 
median pair, and the anterior pair very small. 
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Thorax with ten segments, axial lobe convex and elevated above 
the lateral lobes. Each annulation bears a pair o:f strong nodes, 
just above the dorsal grooves. The pleurm are horizontal :for one-
third their length :from the dorsal groove, then they bend abruptly 
downward, terminating in broad paddle-shaped ends; pleurm 
grooved :four-fifths the distance to their outer extremities. 
Pygidium with nearly straight postero-lateral sides, their union 
making an obtuse angle. Axial lobe tapering gradually to a 
smooth rounded extremity; annulations eight or nine, the anterior 
three or :four showing small indistinct nodes at the dorsal :furrows 
continuous with those of the thorax. Lateral lobes with five or 
six annulations. The annulations are directed backward and are 
grooved along the outer hal:f o:f their length. 
This species is rather common; Connor's Mill (Hamilton 
County), Georgetown, and at "Hanging Rock" (Wabash County). 
Ceraurus ( Orotalocephalus) niagarensis Hall. 
PI. XXIV, fig. 8; Pl. XXIII, figs. 1, 2. 
This species is represented by three specimens showing the 
glabella and a portion o:f the fixed cheeks. The nearly straight an-
terior margin o:f the glabella shown by one o:f the figures is due 
to the imperfection o:f the specimen, the normal condition being 
rounded and tumid in :front. 
The specimen :from Marion is o:f unusual size, the glabella meas-
uring 50 mm. in length and 35 mm. in its greatest width. 
Rare. Connor's Mill (Hamilton County), Marion and at 
Georgetown. 
Sphaerexochus romingeri Hall. 
Pl. XXII, figs. 8, 9, 12-15 
Glabella very large, constituting the bulk o:f the head, spheroidal 
in :form, surface smooth. The posterior glabella lobes, resembling 
large tubercles, are limited by a pair o:f deep, semicircular grooves; 
the lobes are separated by a space equal to one and a hal:f to two 
timei3 their width. The :free cheeks are small, subtriangular pieces 
extending downwards :from the base o:f the posterior glabella lobes. 
Two or three specimens show two pairs o:f shallow linear grooves 
anterior to the posterior glabella lobes which extend upward and 
:forward :from the antero-lateral margin o:f the glabella. The pos-
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observed. Occipital ring highly arched, limited by a deep furrow. 
The largest specimen observed has a width of 31 mm., and a length 
of 23 mm. Another very spherical cephalon measures in width 21 
mm., length 18 mm., height from base of posterior glabella lobes to 
the highest part of the glabella is 14 mm. Thorax unknown. 
Pygidium transversely elliptical in outline, axis terminating 
in a triangular-shaped piece, anterior to which are three strong an­
nulations; the lateral lobes are divided into three broad, simple 
pleura, the posterior pair directed backwards. 
The marble-shaped glabella of this species are among the most 
common and generally distributed fossils of the Niagara of north­
ern Indiana. It is worthy of note that this species, so common 
throughout northern Indiana is entirely absent from the Niagara 
fauna in the vicinity of the Falls of the Ohio. 
Phacops cf. puJ,cheUus Foerste. 
PI. XXIV, nits. 9, 12. 
Cephalon ovate to semicircular in outline, proportions of length 
to breadth as five to eight. Anterior end with a narrow thickened 
border; genal angles rounded. Occipital groove well marked, with 
deep pits at the intersections with the dorsal furrows. A deep 
groove also terminating in pits in the dorsal furrows crosses the 
constricted base of the glabella; anterior to this groove, in some 
specimens two pairs of very weak lateral furrows mark the sides of 
the glabella, opposite the palpebral lobes. Most specimens show no 
trace of these furrows. The frequent absence of these furrows, 
and their slight development when present, constitute the principal 
difference between Foerste's species and the forms here described. 
Thorax unknown. Pygidium semicircular in outline pos­
teriorly, anterior margin slightly rounded. Axial lobe strongly 
elevated above the lateral lobes, width equal to three-fourths that 
of the lateral lobe; profile regularly arched from the anterior to 
the posterior extremities. The annulations on the axial lobe are 
about nine in number, and arch slightly backward in crossing the 
top of the lobe. The median row of tubercles characterizing the 
axial lobe of P. pulchellus is absent. Lateral lobes with five or six 
segments, each with a median groove; the pleurre become indistinct 
posteriorly and the surface nearly smooth opposite the posterior 
end of the axis. 
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TABLE SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF NIAGARA FOSSILS IN NORTHERN 
INDIANA-Continued.'' 
Meristina maria ................................... . 
Meristina cf. princeps ............................. . 
Meristina rectirostris ............................. . 
Whitella silurian a ................................ . 
Cypricardinia(?) £ p .............................•... 
Pterinea sp ........................................ . 
Amphicoelia neclech ............................ .. 
Palaeopinna sp ................................... .. 
Conocardium multistriatum ..................... .. 
Conooardium oweni..... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. r 
Plethomytilus cuneatus .......................... .. 
Streptomytilus wabashensis ..................... . 
Auodontopsia wabashensis ....................... .. 
Platyceras (Diaphrostoma) cornu tum.. . . . . . . . . . . . c 
Bucania sp. undet ................................ .. 
Trematonotus chicagoensis ....................... . 
Pleurotomaria idia .............................. . 
Pleurotomaria (?) hoyi.. ......................... .. 
Pleurotomaria (?) sp .............................. .. 
Pleurotomaria pauper ............................ . 
Pleurotomaria (Eotomaria) laphami. .......... .. 
Pleurotomaria (?) axion .......................... . 
Pleurotomaria (Euomphalopterus) alatus var. 
american urn ...................................... r 
Pleurotomaria (Euomphalopterus) var. !ima-
toidea ............................................. .. 
Pleurotomaria (?) eloroidea ...................... . 
Pleurotomaria (?) sp. cf. eloroidea ............... .. 
Murchisonia (Turritoma) laphami ................ . 
Murchisonia (Coelocaulus) bivittata ............. . 
Murchisonia (Coelocaulus> sp .................... .. 
Oriostoma huntingtonense ........................ . 
Oriostoma huntingtonense var. alternatum .... .. 
Oriostoma plana ................................. .. 
Oriostoma op. undet .............................. .. 
Schizolopha sp ................................... .. 
Cyclonema cstncellata.............................. r 
Cyclonema elevata .. .. .. .. .. . ................... .. 
Orthoceras medullare ............................ .. 
Orthoceras sp.... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ....... . 
Orthoceras \Dawsonoceras) cf. annulatum ...... . 
Kionooeras orus ................................... . 
Kionoceras delphiensis .......................... .. 
Trochoceras cf. desplainense ..................... . 
Lituites marshii .................................. .. 
Lituites (Ophidioceras) bickmoreanus ........... . 
Lituites (Ophidioceras) herculeus carrollensis .. 
Oyrtoceras gorbeyi ................................ . 
Gomphoceras (Poterioceras) marcyae ............ . 
Trimeroceras gilberti ............................ .. 
Tetrameroceras of. herzeri ........................ . 
Phragmoceras parvu m ........................... .. 
Phragmoceras ellipticum ........................ .. 
Illaenus armatus ................................. .. 
Illaenus insignis .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. + 
Illaenus ioxus .................................... .. 
Illaenus sp. undet ................................ .. 
Ceratocephala goniata ............................ . 
Odontopleura ortoui ............................. .. 
Encrinurus indianensis. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . c 
Calymene vogdesi. ............................... .. 
Cera urns (Crotalocephalus) niararensis ............. . 
Sphaerexochus romingeri.......................... r 
Phacops. cf. v.ulchellus ............................. 1 .. . 
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''This list includes only those localities from which collections sufficiently filii to be 
representative of the local faunules were obtained. 
